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Strike At Tappan Tops Local News Events During 1975
A strike by United Auto Workers local
1068 against the local operation of the
Tappan Company stands out as the top
local news story for the year 1975. The
strike, which is still continuing, began on
June 23 and has idled some 600 workers at
the plant since that time.
Month-by-month highlights of local news
events for 1975 are as follows:
JANUARY

ES

YD.

;SI

In January, the federal Bureau of
Outdoor Recreation approved a grant of
$357,105 for the development of multiplepurpose recreational facility by the city
and county governments.
The Murray High School marching band
made its long-awaited trip to Miami where
they marched in the Orange Bowl parade
--Ind attended the Orange Bowl football
game.
The Calloway County School Board
elected Ferrell Miller as chairman and Joe
Dyer, vice-chairman. Don Henry was
elected chairman of the Murray
Independent School Board and Maurice
Ryan named vice-chair man.
The Murray Comm(41 Council appointed
Jerry Ingram to head the newly
established Central Purchasing Agency
for the city but Ingram submitted his
resignation two waeks later citing personal reasons for ha decision.
The Murray School Board and the city
reached agreement on a move that would
allow the city clerk to collect taxes for the
board rather than the county sheriff.
Two persons were shot, State Trooper
Louis Todd and Louis Conti, during a bank
robbery attempt at the Farmington Bank.
Both recovered from their wounds and
Conti and Clyde Cornet were charged in
the robbery attempt.
The dark-fired tobacco sale on the local
market brought a record $106 per hundredweight on the opening day sale.
Local banking institutions reported
gains of over $5 million in deposits during
the six-month period from July of 1974.
aft>tommittee of professors from the
American Association of University
Professors( AAUP)arrived on the Murray
State campus to review the tenure controversy at MSU. Also during January, a
suit was filed irt U. S. District Court on
behalf of eleven MSU faculty members
denied tenure in the spring of 1974.
FEBRUARY
The Calloway County School Board
announced plans in February for their new
board office building to be :erected adjacent to Calloway County High School.
. - Keith Letterman, Calloway county
dairy farmer, wall" hatioreil by thrkentucky Dairyman's conference for
achieving the top producing Jersey cattle
herd in Kentucky.
The Distributive Education Club at the
Murray Area Vocational Center was
selected the Region I Club of the Year.
Murray State received a first place
national award for its service to local
government through its Center for
Regional Services.
The Murray City Council authorized a
study of central billing for city utilities at
the meeting on Feb. 13.
A set of Student Life policies was approved by the Murray State board of
regents.
The Calloway County Public Library
received a grant in the amount of $85,000
from the state for expansion and
renovation.
Ten persons were charged in a massive
drug raid conducted by state and local
authorities.
Dr. C. S. Lowry was honored for his
contributions to Murray State University
with a reception and dinner.
The Calloway County School Board
•
revealed plans to erect a new board office
building adjacent to Calloway County High
School.
Miss Martha Sue McKinney was
selected as the Kentucky recipient of the
Daughters of the American Revolution
"Good Citizenship" award.
MARCH
The annual Business Barometer
published by the Murray Chamber of
Commerce in March revealed the best
year in history for merchants of Murray
and Calloway County who recorded sales
of over $91 million during 1974.
Former U. S. Army It. Wffliam L.
Caney made his first public appearince
since being released from custody by
speaking at Lovett Auditorium on the MSU
campus.
A $2.8 million expinsion program for the
Murray-Calloway County Hospital was
approved by the Kentucky Certificate of
Need and Licensure Board.
MSU attorneys filed for dismissal of the
suit filed in January on the tenure issue.
The Murray DECA Club was named
Chapter of the Year for the State of
Kentucky and adviser, Mrs. Vicki Shell
was named Distributive Education
Teacher of the year by the Kentucky
Consumer Finance Association.
A flash-flood alert was issued for
Calloway County following a storm that
dumped over 5v2 inches of rain on the area
in a 24-hour period. The Calloway County
Fiscal Court immediately asked the
tutees' government for disaster
assistance.
Ed Chrisman was -elected president ofthe Murray Chamber of Commerce. Other
officers named were Walt Apperson, vicepresident. A. W. Simmons, treasurer, and
David King,secretary.
Air ambulance service, provided by the

U. S. Army at Ft. Campbell, was
inaugurated at the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
The Murray City Council authorized a
study of city privilege licenses at its March
27 meeting, aimed at eliminating alleged
inequities in the taxing ordinance.
The used car business in Murray was
given nationwide attention by the ABC
television network which featured a filmed
report on its evening news program.
APRIL
The Board of Regents at Murray State
University adopted a new tenure policy
during its regular April meeting held in
Owensboro,climaxing a year controversy.
A total of 24 persons file for nomination
to 12 city council posts in the May primary.
MSU President Constantine Curris
announced that he would defer his

recommendation on the closing of the
University Lab School until the May
meeting of the board of regents.
A suggestion that the Murray City
Council consider a "gross receipts tax" to
replace its privilege license ordinance was
met with several objections from local
businessmen.
The proposal to establish a school of
veterinary medicine at MSU received
tremendous support at a hearing before a
legislative committee at Hopkinsville.
A " Paris, Tn., coed at Murray State,
Cathy Cole, became the first female ever
elected as president of the MSU student
body.
Martha McKinney and Tim Philpot were
named valedictorian and salutatorian
respectively for the 1975 graduating class
at Murray High School.
The joint city-county park committee

approved plans for the swimming pool
complex at the new Murray-Calloway
County Park and construction on the
complex began April 26.
The Murray Independent School Board
approved a nine per cent pay increase for
City school teachers for the 1975-76 school
year.
The Calloway County High School Band
was invited to appear at the Cotton Carnival in Memphis during May.
MAY
MSU ' President Constantine Curris
recommended to the board of regents that
the University Laboratory School be
converted into a center for early childhood
and kindergarten education. The board,
following a lengthy discussion and after
hearing arguments for and against the
Move, voted 5-4 to keep the school open.

The Kentucky Bureau of Highways
announced that preliminary planning for
the four-laning of U. S. 641 ( 12th St.) from
the present four-lane at Sycamore St.
north to the four-lane at Utterback Road
was underway.
Rita Alene Paschall and Vernon Dale
Mathis were named valedictorial and
saluatorian respectively for the 1975
graduating class at Calloway County High
School.
Murray Ledger di Times sports editor
Mike Brandon was selected as one of three
finalist in Kentucky for Sportswriter of
the Year award.
The city council, at its May 8 meeting,
discussed preliminary plans for the
consolidation 61billing by city utilities.
Complaints of "lax performance" by
physicians in the emergency room at the
local hospital were aired before the

hospital's board of commissioners which
named a committee to investigate the
situation.
A study presented to Kentucky's
Western Waterland Association revealed
that tourists spend a whopping $65 million
in the lakes area during the preceding
year.
The sale of Service Broadcasting Co.,
which operated WNBS-AM and WAAWFM radio stations in Murray, was announced by owners Pete Hulse and Chuck
Shuffett. New owners of the station were
listed as a group headed by MSU professor
Glenn Wilcox.
Nominated in the May 27 Primary
election were Kenneth Imes, state
representative; Richard Weisenberger,
state senator; Ron Christopher, corn(See 1975, Page 4)
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Override Of Ford Veto
f Picket 13-111--thilikely
y HOW ARUBENEDICT
sociated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — An override of
President Ford's veto of a bill to expand
picketing rights for construction unions is
considered unlikely.
Ford vetoed the bill Friday, as he had
said he woud do, saying it would cause
",greater, not lesser, conflict in the construction industry."
The bill, sought by labor leaders for 25
years, passed Congress this year for the
first time. However, neitligt the House nor
the Senate came close to the two-thirds
majority needed to override a veto.
It was his 44th veto since he took office in
August 1974 and Congress has been able to
override only seven of the previous vetos.
The President said there was a risk the
4011 would lead to loss of jobs in the construction trades, higher costs for the
public and further slowdown in a basic
industry.
Because of Ford's announcement that he
would veto the controversial measure,
Secretary of Labor John T. Dunlop is
considering resigning. Dunlop, who wrote
the bill, is unhappy because Ford
originally said he would sign it.

LOOK WHO'S HERE—Melinda May Sisler is the first baby for 1976. Over $100 in
gifts await the family of the Baby of the Year from area Merchants. Left is the
Mother, Pamela Sisler, Melinda May, and their three year old daughter, Laurel,
Standing is the proud father, Peter Sister, who delivered the child.
Staff Photo by Frank Gonzates

County's First Baby Of
Year Delivered By Father
By J. D.LANCASTER
Murray Ledger & Times Staff Writer
The first Calloway County baby of the
new year has arrived! Melinda May Sister
was delivered by her father, Peter Sister
at 6:10 p.m. on January 1, 1976. The baby
girl weighs 7 pounds and is 19 inches long
and her parents are Peter and Pamela
Sisler of No. 1 Orchard Heights at Murray
State University.
The Sislers planned to have this type of
delivery all along. "We took a course in
prepared childbirth in Atlanta," says Mrs.
Sisler. The Sisters did have pre-natal care
under a local physician as well as
receiving assistance from books and
several nurses in town.
"We had some help from our neighbors.
Tom and Pat Baker. Our three year old
daughter, Laurel, was present at the

Holiday Death
Toll Past 200
By The Associated Press
The New Year's weekend traffic death
toll around the nation climbed past 200
today, with travel conditions aggravated
by snow, ice and rain over much of the
eastern third of the country.
The number of fatalities stood at 211
early today.
Snow, freezing rain and sleet plagued
motorists from northern New England to
the Appalachians and parts of the Ohio
Valley. Rain was scattered south to the
Gulf Coast.
The National Safety Council estimated
350 to 400 persons might die on the nation's
highway in MP hoffday-perlod that started
at 6 p m. local time Wednesday and ends at
midnight Sunday.
The Associated Press counted 426 traffic
fatalities in the most recent four-day New
Year's period in 1973.

delivery and helped psychologically,"
Mrs. Sisler said.
"The delivery was pretty fast and I
prayed a lot while I was delivering the
baby," said Pete Sister. "This was my first
delivery."
"To me the delivery was a sacrament
and this type of birth should be returned to
the family. It was a pretty special thing."
Mrs. Sister said.
Peter Sisler, the father, is originally
from New Market,Ontario, Canada,and is
majoring in mathematics and computer
science at Murray State University
Pamela Sisler, the mother, is originall)
from Hart County, Ky.
More than $100. worth of gifts await the
parents and the new baby of 1976 from
local merchants. The gifts include: one
case of baby formula from the Clinic
Pharmacy; a free pizza or Italian
spaghetti dinner from Trenholm's
Restaurant; a vaporizer-humidifier from
Big K, a savings account for Melinda Ma)
at the Bank of Murray;
A $5 gift certificate from Burger Chef; a
gift for the baby from the Showcase; a gift
certificate from the Youth Shop; ten silver
dollars from Peoples Bank; a gift certificate from the Step Ladder;
A $25.00 gift certificate from the
Mademoiselle Shop; one case of Gerber
Strained Baby Food from Parker Super
Market; a $10 gift certificate from Murray
Sewing Center;
One case of baby formula from Johnson's Grocery; $5 worth of gasoline from
Hutson Texaco; a baby cup from 1,indsey's
Jewelry; and a 10-piece chicken box from
Burger Queen.

Cloudy and Cold
Partly cloudy and cold tonight and Sunday. Lows tonight 5 to 12 and highs on
Sunday on the mid 20s. Partly cloudy and
cold Monday.

But Ford was under heavy pressure
from right-to-work factions, contractors
and conservatives in the Republican party
to reject the measure.
The bill would have enabled construction
unions to picket and possibly shut down an
entire job site even though their dispute
was with only one subcontractor.
It also would have provided machinery
designed to bring quicker and less inflationary settlements, which Dunlop said
would bring stability to the industry.
— "The collective bargaining provisions
have great merit; it is to the common sites
picketing title that I address my objections," the President said in his veto
message.
Ford said he hoped the bill would
provide a resolution of special labormanagement problems and would have
had the support of all parties.
"My earlier optimism in this regard was
unfounded," he said. "My reasons for this
veto focus primarily on the vigorous
controversy surrounding the measure and
the possibility this bill could lead to
greater, not lesser, conflict in the construction industry."
The President said there are "intense

Ginger Named Chairman
Education Planning Group
LEXINGTON, Ky. ( AP) — Lyman
Ginger, state superintendent of public
instruction, has been chosen to head a
state educational planning group.
His 4-year term as state superintendent
ends Monday. On Tuesday, he will become
the first executive director of the Commission on Post Secondary Education.
Ginger, who has also been a dean and
arofessor of education in the University of
Kentucky College of Education, is
oxpected to receive about $27,000 a year.
The commission he will head was
Tufted in 1974 to work on planning for
education beyond high school in Kentucky

State Gets
Mortgage
Aid Grant
LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP) — The federal
government is giving Kentucky $837,000 to
help families with incomes of $9,000 to
$11,000 a year pay their home mortgages.
Virgil G. Kinnaird, area director of the
J.S. Department of Housing and Urban
;)evelopment, said Friday the money is
he first installment under an assistance
program for "moderate income" families.
Kinnaird told a news conference that 50
o 60 per cent of the money for Kentucky
will go to families in the Louisville area.
Ten per cent will be used for "major
rehabilitation" of houses— improvements
-iisting 25 per cent, or more, of the
property's value — rather than for new
louses, he said.
Kinnaird said he expects Kentucky will
receive about $87,000 more in 30 days, and
similar grants every 30 days after that
until the $264 million available nationwide
under the program is used up.
The program will cover mortgages up to
525,200 for three-bedroom houses and
526,000 for-- -four-bedroom houses foe
families that qualify for the assistance.
Those receiving the aid will pay reduced
(town payments and interest of five per
cent on their mortgages, with...the...government paying the rest.

and to keep the state eligible for federal
funds for education planning.
Ginger was recommended by the
commission's personnel committee and
his appointment was endorsed at Friday's
commission meeting.
A.D. Albright, executive director of the
state Council on Public Higher Education,
noted that the commission hadn't even met
during its first year of existence.
Albright suggested to the group that if it
did not name a director and begin
operation soon, the legislature might not
be inclined to give the director statutory
authority.
In other action, the Rev. Bob Brown of
Lexington, commission chairman, appointed a three-member subcommittee to
study conflicting laws and proposed laws
on licensing of private business schools.
The commission also approved a budget
of $150,000 — with $50,000 expected from
the federal government — for the fiscal
year beginning July 1.
The group also agreed to consider
possible salary discrimination among
state vocational school teachers.

differences between union and non-union
contractors and labor over the extent to
which this bill constitutes a fair and
equitable solution to a longstanding
issue."
Ford has acknowledged he told Dunlop
he would sign the picketing bill, but called
him aside after a White House meeting last
reek and told him he had changed his
Dunlop later told reporters he was
unhappy and he wanted to take two or
three weeks to consider whether to resign.
Ford has urged him not to quit.

52 Vehicles
Pile Up In
Chain Crash
SYRACUSE, N.Y. (AP) — Fifty-two
vehicles piled up on in a chain reaction
accident on an icy highway, injuring 65
persons, city police said. Some of the injured were reported in serious condition.
Police Chief Thomas J. Sardino said the
Friday night pileup occurred after the
driver of a tractor-trailer truck swerved to
avoid hitting two disabled cars in front of
him on Interstate 81, which runs through
the heart of Syracuse in central New York.
The rig careened across the road five
miles from the downtown area, blocking
both northbound lanes and an exit ramp to
suburban.Liverpool, Sardino said.
In less than two minutes, the massive
pileup had developed as vehicles slammed
into each other behind the tractor trailer.
the chief said.
Sardino said the most seriously injured
person was Carl Smith of Parish, N.Y.,
whose leg had to be amputated. He was
listed in fair condition at the Upstate
Medical Center here. His wife, Elizabeth,
was treated for hip injuries and shock.
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International Friendship
House Concludes Friday
Blood River Baptist Association's
Friendship International House, which
closed Friday, ministered to 32 young
people who came from 15 different
countries and who attend college in
fourteen different places.
Countries represented in the group were
Lebanon, Japan, Keyna, Ghana, Israel,
Taiwan, Sierra Leone, India, Hong KC,
Ivory Coast, Cameroon, Iran, Nigeria,
Indonesia, Thailand.
The purpose of this effort is to meet the
need of International Students during the
Christmas Holiday for shelter and food
plus friendship, fellowship, and an opportunity to see another area of the United
States, an associationspokesman said._
The students were transported to points
of interest which included Fort Donelsom,
Brandon Springs Lodge ( where most of
them tasted their first buffalo meat),
Kentucky Dam locks and generating plant,

Ballard County Preserve, WPSIa-TV
Station. Calvert City Industrial Complex.
and many businesses peculiar to this area
which included row crop and dairy farming, auto clean-up. Ryan Milk Co..
Weaver Popcorn Co., Robertson Loose
Leaf Floor, etc.
Not only did the students partake of local
dishes, but they also prepared dishes
which are favorites of the country from
which they came and hosted meals for
their hosts. This was enjoyed by a large
number of local residents.
The students also had a talent show for
their hosts. These activities bound the
group together and made for a delightful
Christmas Season.
Rev. Jarrell White, pastor at Memorial
Church in Murray and Rev Jerome
Browne, pastor of First Baptist Chutrh in
Calvert City were co-directors of this effort. They were assisted by many people
who served on committees.
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Billie Price & Bob Amos
Married Here On Friday

Billie Price and Bob Amos University. He is now
Tuesday,January 6
were married Friday, January associated with Sonic,Inc.
Saturday,January 3
FOR MONDAY,JANUARY 5, 1976
After a wedding trip of un2, in the home of Carol and J. W.
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advantages. Study every in
and methods, to capitalize on
Christmas tree pickup will be
situation carefully, and your
unique ideas.
Murray High Hi Y Club. Charge
native intelligence will help you
LSCES
P
of fifty cents per tree will be
make the most of each.
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20
made. Call 753-9145.
TAURUS
You may have a tendency to
1
?
( Apr. 21 to May 21) 17-4
Douglas Civic Improvement
Fine aspects! Make the most be too impressionable now.
of all your assets and stress Avoid becoming involved in Club will meet at seven p.m. at
good will. A good day in which ticklish situations into which the Douglas Community Center.
you could be trapped — and
to make plans for next week.
which could cause trouble later.
GEMINI
Tuesday,January 6
( May 22 to June 21)
Murray Assembly No. 19
YOU BORN TODAY are, a Order of the Rainbow for Girls
Trying too hard to make a
point or find a solution can true intellectual, studious and will meet at the Masonic Hall at
delay results, but objective scholarly in your leanings; keen seven p. m.
thinking and calm, deliberate and analytical in your thinking.
action will help you achieve Your emotions are deep indeed
Groups of First Baptist
but, because you are rarely
your aims.
demonstrative, others will Church will meet at ten a.m. as
CANCER
frequently consider you cold follows: Annie Armstrong with
( June 72 to July 23) ek:)
and aloof. In some cases this is Mrs. M. C. Garrott and Dorothy
personality
yor
You can make
felt in many areas now, but be actually true — especially in with Mrs. Brent Outland.
business dealings where you are
ufficiently prepared in certain
First United Methodist
situations through which you apt to be overly suspicious of
associates and extremely Church Women will meet at ten
hope to profit.
calculating in trying to protect a.m. at the Hale Chapel with
LEO
your own rights. But there's no coffee at 9:30 a.m. in social hall
23)
Aug.
( July 24 to
You should derive great denying your brilliance in and executive board meeting at
pleasure from simple things, handling such negotiations and nine a.m. in church parlor.
homey interests. Of course, if transactions. You also have a
you are still looking for that gift for words and would make
Murray TOPS Club will meet
"greener side" of the road, you an outstanding writer or lec- at Immanuel Lutheran Church
be
brilliant
in
the
turer;
would
satisfied.
less
will be
legal field or in politics. Traits at seven p.m.
VIRGO
to curb: obstinacy, envy,
( Aug. 24 to Sept. 23) IP
1. Keep it away from curtains, furniture, walls, - anything
Ellis Center will open at ten a.
Mostly a time for reviewing, hypersensitivity. Birthdate of:
1976
with
citizens
senior
for
that
can burn.
m.
French
Gen.
Joseph
J.
Joffre,
reevaluating, updating
discount cards issued at 10:30 a.
methods. Think things out even hero, World War I.
2. Heat only the room your using.
m.and sack lunch at 11:30 a. m.
if you cannot effect them un3.
Use the heater soaringly, and wear warmer clothing
mediately. Curb doubts and
Senior Citizens Arts and
fears.
during the day.
LIBRA
Crafts group will -tneet at the
4.
Keep the Neater clean.
l
Are
23)
at
( Sept. 24 to Oct.
Dexter Community Center
'There is a river of bright December 30, 1975
9:30a.m.
5. Don't plug the heater into an extension cord.
ideas and opportunities flowing
Never touch on electric heater while bathing.
6.
past you: Look quickly and well ADULTS 130
Group II of First Christian
— and net those which can NURSERY 3
enhance your status.
Church CWF will meet at two
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
SCORPIO
Baby Girl Cooper ( mother p.m. at the home of Mrs.
(Oct. 24 to Nov. 22)
Beverly),
Rt. 7, Box 131, Marvin Fulton with Mesdames
Especially favored now:
A. Carman, Bob Ferrell, Zelna
Mayfield,
personal relationships, home
Carter, and Frank Holcomb as
DISMISSALS
and family concerns, romance
Tim McKinney, 1803 Wiswell cohostesses and Mrs. Lessie
and social activities. You should Rd.,
Murray, Mrs. Annie Swan, Pickard giving the program.
have a bright day.
220 N. 13th St., Murray, Mrs.
SAGITTARIUS
Wornen's Guild of St. Leo's
Bonnie Searatt, Rt. 5, Murray,
(Nov. 22 to Dec. 21)
Church will meet at
Catholic
Your intuition — AND your James Dodson, Rt. 7, Box 76, Gleasurr-i!ali -.at 1:30 p.m.
Murray,
-Miss
Cowentia
Kenself-confidence at a peak. Grasp
Members will receive Holy
any opportunity to show your dley, 805 S. 2nd St,, Murray,
Community at eleven a.m.
ability Travel plans favored. Clifton Bradley, Fern Terrace
Lodge, Murray, Mrs. Dottie Mass nn Sunday.
CAPRICORN
Garner, Hazel, Buford Bailey,
( Dec. 22 to Jan. 20)
First Baptist Church WMU
Mild influences. Whether Rt. 8, Murray, Mrs. Evon Burt,
handling large or small tasks, Rt. 7, Box 119, Murray, Mrs. will meet at nine a.m. at
church.
don't let nonessentials get in the Maybell Moore, Eddyville.
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1Deok A6 Hubby Can't Cope with
Bills and Other Bother
By Abigail Van Buren

DEAR ABBY: This problem has bugged me for 25 years.
It concerns my husband's inability to cope with anything
unpleasant. I would call it his problem, only it doesn't seem
to bother him. I'm the one it bothers, so that makes it MY
problem, right?
When we receive bills, they could lay six months, and
he'd never open them. If he gets a call from someone who
wants some information he promised to have ready but
didn't get around to, he doesn't return the call.
He puts things off indefinitely. Needless to say, this
drives me up a wall.
He is a dear, sweet, loving man, and I love being married
to him. He has the disposition of an angel, and he's kind and
generous and everything a wife could want in a man, but his
irresponsible attitude about matters that I consider
important makes me want to scream.
What do you advise me to do, Abby?
IN MO.
change
this
dear,
sweet,
You'll
never
DEAR E.: Face it.
loving, generous man, ne rollwith- the punches.
Why not take over the household bills? He may welcome
the idea, and you'll know they're paid. Don't nag him
Nobody's perfect, and his faults are minor compared to
some he could have.
DEAR ABBY: A high school neighbor girl sits with our
children about two nights a week. She is a pleasant, quiet
girl and the children love her.
She asked if her boyfriend could keep her company while
she sits, and I said it would be all right.
Lately; both my husband and I suspect that they have
been using our home as a rendezvous for improper behavior,
(We have no proof —just a feeling.)
Should we now tell her that we do not want her to have
any male company in our home in our absence?
If something unfortunate were to happen in our home, we
would feel responsible. Are we wrong? And how should we
handle it?
"THE W'S"
DEAR "W'S": You are not wrong. Tell the girl that you
have changed your mind about allowing her to have her
boyfriend keep her company while she sits. Because you
have no "proof," and are proceeding only from a "feeling,"
make no accusations.
DEAR ABBY: What is your opinion of people who wear
dark glasses indoors? (I don't mean "tinted"— I mean
DARK, which makes it impossible to see their eyes.)
I have a friend who comes to visit me, and she never
removes her dark glasses the entire time siftIs here. I like to
make eye contact with people I talk with and I find this very
frustrating.
Am I being picky? I have never made my feelings known
to her.
Should I mention it?
WONDERING
DEAR WONDERING: People wear dark glasses indoors
for a variety of reasons. Some do so because they have an
eye problem. On the chance that this is the reason, it would
be a kindness to refrain from mentioning it.
CONFIDENTIAL TO MY READERS: If you or a
relative has spent three months or more in • mental
hospital, please tell me what problems were encountered
after returning to the community. You need not disclose
your identity. Thank you.
—
ABBY
For
a
personal
What's
yours?
Everyone has a problem.
reply, write to ABBY: Box No. 69700, L.A., Calif. 90069.
Enclose stamped, self-addressed envelope, please.
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New Location
United Figure Salon
will be open Mon., Jan 6
at its new address

Dixieland Center
(Behind Trenholms)
Hrs: Mon.-Fri. 9 a.m.-7:30 p.m.

Phone 753-6881
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Chowder
Cheese
Pudding
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JANUARY
APPOINT ME NV

Look Who's Here. . . 1976s' First Baby is 7 lb. Melinda May Sisler. The proud
parents ore Peter and Pamelo Sisler, No. 1, Orchard Heights at Murray State
University. Peter is a mathematics and computer prgrommer student.

1 Case Baby Formula
To Miss or Mr. 1976

Gift Certificate

$10.00 Gift Certificate

To Miss or Mr. /976

Congratulations from

Free Pizza or Italian
Spaghetti Dinner

Muiray Sewing Center

To the Parents of Miss or Mr. 1976

A PIA0s,10 101411111 OE AL( II

Trenhohn
'
s Restaurant

To the 1st Baby of 1976
Congtafulations
From

753-5323

Ten Silver Dollars

1 Case of Baby Formula

To Miss or Mr. 1976

To Miss or Mr. 1976
Congratulations

PEOPLES ,BANK

Vaporizer - Humidifier

Bel-Air Center

M t1RRAYCYO KY.
Member FDIC

Johnson
'
s Grocery

$5.00 Worth of Gasoline
To the proud parents

A Savings Account Now Open
for 1st Miss or Mr. 1976

Hutson Texaco
1412Main

at

25.00 Gift
Certificate

To the Parents of
Miss or Mr. /976

For the mother of Miss or Mr. 1976

Baby Cup
For the 1st Baby of 1976
Compliments of

$5.0o Gift Certificate
lw

The Shon)case
121 Bypass

753-4541

To Miss or Mr. 1976
One Case

Gerbor Strained
Baby Food

Parker Super Market

To the Parents of
Miss or Mr. 1976
a

10 Piece
Chicken Box
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Today In History
By The Associated Press
Today is Saturday, Jan. 3, the third day
of 1976. There are 363 days left in the year.
• Today's highlight in history':
On this date in 1777. Gen. George
Washington's ragged and hungry army
routed British regulars in the Battle of
Princeton, NJ.
On this date —
In 1661, the English writer Sanfuel Pepys
recorded in his diary that for the first time,
he had seen wc.nen on the stage.
In 1870, construction was started on New
YoriCs Brooklyn Bridge.
In 1919, Herbert Hoover was selected as
director-general for the relief of European
nations liberated in World War I.
In 1935, 90 per cent of the people in the
Saar voted for reunion with Germany.
In 1938, the March of Dimes campaign to
fight polio was organized.
In 1959, President Dwight Eisenhower
signed a proclamation admitting Alaska
into the Union as the 49th state.

Ten years ago: to put a brake on_lnnation, the Pentagon, the Commerce
Department and the General Services
Administration halted purchase of steel
from companies that raised prices.
Five years ago: U.S. planes were
pounding suspected Communist supply
lines in 1..sos and Cambodia.
One year ago: it was disclosed that the
U.S. unemployment rate had jumped to 7.1
per cent, with more than six million
Americans out of work.
Today's birthdays: hockey star Bobby
Hull is 37 years old. Actor Ray Milland is
69.
Thought far today: I enjoy convalescence. It is the part that makes the
illness worth while. — George Bernard
Shaw,British writer, 1856-1950.
Bicentennial footnote: 200 years ago
today, the Continental Congress in
Philadelphia ordered an investigation of a
firm that had refused to release lead, sail
cloth and other strategic items to the
provincial Committee of Safety.

10 Years Ago

20 Years Ago

J. D. Pappa Dill of Hazel was in the_ _
office of the Ledger 81 Times with the copy
ofthe first ballot that he used 65 years ago
in 1900.
Dr. William T. Doss, Maurice Humphrey, and Charles Coleman will be installed as new officers of the Murray
Kiwanis Club at the ladies night meeting at
the South Side Restaurant on January 5.
Mrs. Clyde Rembolt of Hendron died
January 1 at Parkview Nursing Home,
Paducah.
Births reported include a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. Billy Joe Stubblefield on January 3.
L. R. Putnam and A. Carman are officers of the Murray-Calloway County
Retired Teachers Association which will
meet at the Calloway County Public
Library on January 11.

‘‘,

30 Years Ago
The new rest room in the Calloway
County Court House basement is completed and now open for inspection, according to the Fiscal Court alai the
Calloway County Homemakers (NI: who
has sponsored the building grai furnishing
of the new rest room.
Deaths reported include L. Bruce
Parker, Mrs. Betha Neal Waldrop Farmer, age 73, and Mrs. Bettie Holland, age
87.
Claude Miller has accepted the chairmanship of the Infantile Paralysis Drive
for Calloway County starting January 14.
New officers of Murray Lodge No. 105
Free and Accepted Masons are Fred
Workman, Joe Walker, Marvin Page,
Zelna Carter, ha Douglas, Cleatus Ward,
Glyco Wells, George Farmer, Milburn
Holland, Lloyd McKeel, and Rev. C. A.
Riggs.
Marriages reported include: Ann
Elizabeth Cope to Joe Carter Wilson on
December 25, Virginia Irvan to Harvey
Dixon on December 23, Eris Marie Cope to
Joe Benton Carter on December 17,
Virginia Grant to William H. Barfield on
December 25, Anna Jean Gibbs to Pfc.
Samuel .Jones on December 26, Martha
Nell Myers to Thomas C. Scruggs on
December 27, and Jeanne Tucker to
Joseph D. West on December 25.

Murray State Racers, fresh from their
__Kentucky Invitational Tournament
thampionship, Louisville, continued their
scoring sprees last night by dropping
Arizona 91 to 73.
Alpert G. Nith, age 79, died yesterday
at the Murray eneral Hospital. - _
The Murray High School football
banquet was held last night ifthe Dairy
Ann Restaurant. Dick Stout and Tommy
Rushing, 1955 co-captains, made short
talks. Co-captains for 1956 are Jerry
Buchanan and Wells Purdom,Jr.
The 1956 General Assembly formally
convened at noon today at Frankfort with
Lt. Gov. Harry Lee Waterfield calling the
Senate to order.
Showing at the Varsity liteatre is "A
Man Called Peter" starring Richard Todd
and Jean Peters.

40 Years Ago
The night of December 29 was the
coldest in Murray since 1930 with the
thermometer dropping to four below zero
during the night. Also one of the largest
snows of recent years occurred here this
week, according to H. B. Arnold, local
weather recorder.
W. S. Swann has resigned as a member
of the Board of Regents of Murray State
College.
Deaths reported include Dr.0. B.Irvan,
Prof. Barney Watson, Mrs. Nancy
Catherine Jones, age 80, William H.
Glover, age 61, Pat Holt, Mrs. Martha Ann
Miller, D. L. Gaughan, Mrs. Cressie
Ellison, age 77, Mrs. Emma Hamlin, age
63, H. N. Hopkins, age 51, H. D.(Durrett)
Padgett, Loy M. Rushing, age 30, Mrs.
Cora McConnell, age 54, Dr. Charles Lewis
Morris,age 76, and Mrs. C. F. Dale,age 65.
Marriages reported include Nadine
'Graham to Herschel Pace on November
28, Lillian Pierce to Kelley Rogers on
December 24, and Esther Cunningham to
Taylor Gooch on December 24.
Births reported include a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. J. W. Williams on December 25.
New officers of Murray Lodge No. 105
Free and Accepted Masons are W. E.
Clark, Jake Dunn, R. H. Robbins, Zelna
Carter, Leonas Wyatt, Carnie Hendon,
Paul Dill, C. C. Lee, C. H. Redden, Peter
Kuhn,and Cletus McClain.
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monwealth's attorney; and Francis Shea,
circuit court clerk. Nominated for Murray
City Council posts were Ed Chrisman, Art
Lee, Phillip Tibbs, Dave Willis, _Duel
Stalls, Melvin Henley, Woodrow Rickman,
William Furches, Howard Koenen, C. C.
Lowry and Tom Rushing. Two candidates,
Ruby Hale and Loyd Arnold, were tied in
the balloting and Arnold was awarded the
nomination by drawing the higher number
out of a hat.
Calloway County High School graduated
a class of 175 seniors and Murray High
School graduated 157 in separate
ceremonies held May 29.
JUNE
Former U. S. Congressman Frank A
Stubblefield was named to the Murray
State University board of Regents.
Murrayan Cothed Vance, was elected
Governor-Elect of the Kentucky Division
of Civitan International.
The Memphis Annual Conference of the
United Methodist Church was held in
Murray during early June.
Steve McCeiston,son of Mr.and Mrs. W.
D. McCuiston, was elected president of the
Kentucky Future Farmers of America.
The Calloway County Public Library
reached a milestone on June 10 when over
1,000 books were checked out during a
single day.
The local Senior Citizens program
received a shot in the arm when the
Purchase Area Development District
approved $15,000 in funding for the
program during the following year.
A plan to staff the emergency room at
the Murray-Calloway County Hospital o4 a
24-hour basis was approved by the hospifhl
board.
The Murray City Council approved the
consolidation of the sanitation and street
departments into one city department and
appointed Lee Bolen as the superintendent
of the newly created city department. The
council also set the city property tafrate
at 40 cents per $100 valuation for the 1975
taxes.
U. S. District Judge James Gordon
dismissed a lawsuit filed by 11 Murray
State faculty members denied tenure in
the spring of 1974.
JULY
On July 2, it was announced that
Head Basketball Coach Bobby Toon at
Murray High had resigned after 12 years
at the position;
On July 7, the Calloway County 4-H team
took second plaCe in the state dairy
judging contest in Lexington; On July 8, it
was announced that Faye Wells had been
awarded the rating of Certified
Professional Secretary;
July 14, the detectivt division of the
Murray Police Department was returned
to uniform following an overtime pay
dispute, and on July 14, Mark Fitzhugh and
Alene Paschall took top honors at the 4-H
Dairy Show;
Vicky Butterworth was named Calloway
County Fair Queen on July 15, and the
same day, it was reported that the
Calloway Jail was rated among the tops in
the state by a state study;
On July 18, it was announced that a
preliminary plan for a $2.9 million expansion at the local hospital had been
approved, and on July 19, Cary Miller was
named head MHS Basketball coach and
Wanda Rolfe was named Miss Wheelchair
Kentucky;
On July 22, a summary of Murray State
grant support showed it to be double the
previous year at $2.9 million; On July 23,
Cathy Cole won a favorable judgment in a
suit against the MSU board of regents to be
seated on the board as a legal resident of
Kentucky; the Murray City Council
defeated a motion July 25 to operate the

Bible Thought
I and my Father are one. John
10:30.
- Jesus visited this world to show
us what God is like. God's love is
like the love of Jesus. Take a good
look, He is your Saviour.

Let's Stay Well

Continued from Page 1)
ambulance service within the Murray Fire
Department.
AUGUST
Newly elected regents Cathy Cole and
Frank A. Stubblefield were sworn in on
August 1, and Gov. Julian Carroll was the
speaker at the MSU summer graduation;
Terry Compton and Donald Scott were
charged, and later indicted, on August 5,
for the shooting death of Travis Lax, in
Henry County;
On August 9, Tappan union members
attempted to stop a freight train in the
local plant, and a summons was issued
against certain members of the union by
Judge James Lassiter on Aug. 15;
Authorization was given Aug. 22 to begin
planning for a physicians office building at
the local hospital; on Aug. 26, a Tappan
company employe was hospitalized for
injuries sustained in an incident at the
plant.
On August 28, a temporary compromise
was agreed on by union and company
representatives at Tappan.
SEPTEMBER
On September 4, it was reported in the
Murray Ledger and Times for the first
time that about $1,200 in bond money was
missing from the Murray Police Court
coffers; Murray High opened its football
season at Reidland, on Sept. 5, and on Sept.
11, a hearing was held for 78 striking union
members from the local Tappan plant;
Seventeen indictments were returned by
the grand jury on Sept. 12, and the city
school board approved a $1.8 million
budget on Sept. 26; Elizabeth Whitmer was
named MHS Homecoming Queen Sept. 27,
and Wanda Rolfe was recognized as
second runnerup in the Miss Wheelchair
America contest on Sept. 29.
OCTOBER
A new college of Industry and
Technology was approved by the board of
regents at MSU on Oct. 3, and Suzi Bobbie
was named MSU Homecoming Queen Oct.
6;
An audit by the city revealed a shortage
of nearly $1,400 in bond money from the
city police court on Oct. 10; and on Oct. 15,
Alene Paschall was named clistriet dairy
princess and Margaret Trevathan was
honored by the Kentucky Library
Association;
Eurie Garland was named a Bank of
Murray director on Oct. 16, and a day later
the hospital board approved plans for new
construction;
On Oct. 20, the Murray High Band took
top honors at the Memphis State Band
contest, and a week later they placed third
at the Contest of Champions at Middle Tennessee State University.
NOVEMBER
Wayne Williams was named Civitan of
the Year on Nov. 7,and on Nov.12,Former
Police Chief James Brown was indicted by
a federal grand jury in Louisville for
firearms violations;
Margaret Trevathan was named Person
of the Year by the local Chamber of
Commerce on Nov. 19, and on the 26th, the
purchase of a mini-pumper for the Murray
Fire Department was approved.
DECEMBER
Price Lassiter was killed in an autopedestrian accident on Dec. 1, and on Dec.
12, the MSU Student Senate voted money to
help MSU News Editor Steve Lowery in his
fight to obtain a university faculty salary
roster;
On Dec. 13, it was reported that Murray
State may be near censure by the
American Association of University
Professors; and on Dec. 15, at a board of
regents meeting, MSU President Constantine Curris defended his refusal to
release faculty salaries;
On Dec. 18, it was reported that the
Southeran Association of Colleges and
Schools had awarded accreditation to the
Murray Vocational School, and on the
same day,Jean Blankenship was named to
serve on the American Library Trustees
Association;
On Dec. 24, a grocery clerk was injured
in a robbery at Morris Grocery on Highway 94 East.

How To Reach
Your Elected Officials
Federal Level

New Prevention Of Toothe Decay
By F.J.L. Biasingame, M.D.

It

•

Apparently, Erling Joluinsen, beneficial functions:
DMD, PhD, director of dental
1. It washes away food partiresearch at the University of cles and debris
Rochester Medical Center, and
2. It neutralizes acids that form
associates have accomplished a near teeth from bacterial action,
breakthrough in the prevention
3. It supplies minerals
of tooth decay
(calcium and phosphorus) which
The results of the studies were are needed for teeth.
reported in a recent tie of the
The program consists of:
Journal of the American Medi1. Brushing teeth and rinsing
cal Association.
The method has been dra- mouth after each meal. Flossing
matically successful in cases of teeth once a day.
2. Applying viscous (jelly-like)
mouth cancer after large doom
of X-ray, and the researchers fluoride preparation to teeth
think the procedure will be twice daily' for two weeks,
effective against ordinarY decay. followed by application once
The principal reason that daily for an additional two
decay is rapid (about four weeks, using fluoride toothpaste
months) after X-ray therapy is at other times To assure adequthat the salivary gland atmphy ate, complete application of the
as a result of the radiation and viscous preparation, the person
produce only a limited amount LS fitted with trays for upper and
lower jaws. The jelly-like
saliva.
According to Dr. Johansen. material is placed in the traystiv a serves at least three and they are held against the

teeth by biting against the trays.
causing the fluoride preparation
to come in close contact with all
surfaces of each tooth This appticabon is carried out for 10 to
15 minutes.
a After the trays are removed.
the mouth is rinsed with a solution of calcium phosphate.
4. A special chewing gum is
used to stimulate saliva formation.
Three sons(15, 17 and 20 years
old)of the Joharrien family have
used this treatment The two
younger sons had no cavities, the
(Mat son had two.
Doctor Johansen believes that
his system, slightly modified.
should be taught in the school
system to encourage general
use.

BLASINGA E
A: According to a recent report of the National Center for
Health Statistics, deaths from
cancer reached a higher rate
during the first seven months of
1975 than at any time since the
government began to keep
42 years ago. The rate
increased 5.2 per cent. The
reasons are unclear and may be
a short cycle of increase. It will
be carefully studied and
Q: Mr. 0.V would like to know
if it is true that per
who are
schizophrenic seldom become
alcoholics

A While alcoholism and
schizophrenta can exist in the
same person. some authontiesfeet that it is quite unusual for a
person with well-documented
Q: Mr. T.R. asks whether stumphrenia to drink an excess
of alcnhol
cancer is on the increase.
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OPEN
FORUM

Opinions expressed in this column are those of the writer and do not
necessarily reflect the editorial views of The Murray Ledger & Times.
Readers who would like to express their opinion on the issues discussed in this
column are encouraged to respond wtth a Letter To The Editor I

A Government That Works
By John W.Gardner
the electoral process is Vital. It is in this
Chairman of Common Cause
spirit that Common Cause recently
Washington, D. C.
proposed a set of standards for
In the 1976 Presidential campaign,one of Presidential candidates to follow in the
the major battlegrounds will be the alleged conduct of campaigns. And it is the imbenefits and costs, strengths and portance of a soutid electoral process that
weaknesses of government. Government makes campaign finarice reform so
is in low esteem — a tempting target for essential. The greatest advance toward
demagogues. Many of the criticisms of that goal was made when the Federal
government are richly deserved, but Election Campaign Act of 1974 eliminated
demagoguery won't help. We need the underground power of wealthy donors.
knowing criticisms and specific solutions Without such reform the process is corrupt
from the candidates who seek to lead us.
at the core.
At every opportunity citizens and the
There are other important constraints
press should deliver a clear message to the on power: the rule of law, the reservation
candidates: Level with us. Don't appeal to of powers to the states, a vital private
our fears. Tell us the hard choices to be sector, freedom of the media. The most
made.Propose solutions.
fundamental constraint is a body of alert
Discussion of government issues should citizens, expressing through special inbe specific both in allegations and terest and public interest organizations
proposed solutions. The obligation is petitioning our representative institutions.
especially serious when some observers
Government That's Accountable
are asking whether the liberal
The role citizens should play has been
democracies of Western Europe and North undermined by their loss of confidence in
America have had their day, historically their government. The only way to restore
speaking. Those of us who regard such self the confidence of the people in government
doubts as symptoms of moral fatigue must is to create a governmental system that is
respond with more than pieties. We must open, accountable and unbought.
ask the hard questions and seek concrete
All Presidential candidates should be
specific answers.
asked to pledge their support of specific
Both liberals and conservatives have measures to assure openness and integrity
allowed certain illusions to distort their in Executive Branch functioning, such as
perception. The liberal illusion has been open meetings of regulatory and advisory
that federal aid per se solves problems: commissions, whole-hearted compliance
when in doubt, spend more dollars; pile with Freedom of Information Act, perprogram on program. Too little attention sonal financial disclosure by public ofhas been paid to whether these programs ficials, disclosure of lobbying directed at
are fulfilling their purposes and who really the Executive Branch, stronger conflictbenefits. The conservative illusion is an of-interest provisions, and creation of a
unshakable conviction that no government new Justice Department division to insocial program can really be made. to vestigate official corruption and abuse of
work. The conservative political in- power.
vestment today is in paralyzing inherited
Presidential candidates should also be
programs without proposing or demon- asked to pledge not to nominate a camstrating alternative approaches.
paign or political party official to the post
We can no longer afford the liberal or of Attorney General or to any other
conservative illusion. Coping with inflation Presidentially-appointed position in the
and unemployment, preventing in- Justice Department.
ternational conflicts, correcting social
They shoujd pledge Is
K new charters
inequities and using limited resources for the agencies with covert investigative
wisely will require that we look at the functions: the IRS, the FBI, the CIA and
limits and potential of government with a others; and should specify what changes
fresh eye.
they would propose eittier in charters,
For example, most of the aspects of operations or oversight to secure our
government that are wasteful, corrupt or liberties, prevent abuses of power and
indefensible on other grounds are held invasions of privacy, protect the integrity
firmly in place by outside special interests of our foreign and domestic policy and
that stand to profit thereby. That's why old ensure the disciplined functioning of those
programs never die — or even fade away. agencies. Message to the candidates: No
One may find examples in the Pentagon generalities. What specific steps will you
and in social programs. Both liberals and take to ensure openness and integrity in
conservatives have played the game. government and the protection of our
Neither side really tries to discover liberties?
whether programs are working.
Machinery That Works and Responds Tt.
Open scrutiny of all such matters would
People who are interested in politics are
be advanced if Presidential candidates rarely interested in the machinery of the
were asked to advocate a "sunset" law Executive Branch. But ultimately that
under which departmental and regulatory machinery has a great deal to do with
programs would have to be periodically governing.
All the great goals of humane and just
reviewed to decide whether they should be
terminated, modified or continued. government, all the hopes of courageous
Message to the candidates: No rhetoric. leaders and citizens may count for nothing
Just tell us how you're going to help us if the clanking machinery of the Executive
gain command of the programs we pay Branch is simply unequal to the task laid
upon it.
for.
Another example: We want to know
And that is what is giving the average
whether the Presidential candidates have citizen fits. Big promises, no results. More
identified the most difficult problems taxes and red tape. The voters' reaction
facing the nation. Are they willing to level isn't just annoyance. It is closer to rage.
with the voter as to the costs of solving We had better make the machinery work.
those problems, the sacrifices, the hard
We should ask the candidates: How
trade-offs? Are they willing to lay their would you simplify and rationalize the
own priorities on the line? In these mat- baroque and tangled agency structures
ters, nothing can switch the candidates government has created? How would you
from rhetoric to reality more quickly than better allocate functions among the levels
down-to-earth talk about the budget. We of government so that each is allowed to do
should ask Presidential candidates to what it does best? How would you ensure
develop and publicize a simplified federal the effective use of highly qualified public
budget indicating in major expenditure servants?
and revenue categories the spending and
Responsiveness is an essential
taxing priorities they would advocate in requirement in a government that hopes to
the first budget under their control. regain public trust. But one of the people's
Message to the candidates: No well justified compalints is that all too
demagoguery. Just tell us how you're often no one in government will listen and
going to spend our money — and raise It.
respond to them. They can't get their
Vigorous Institutions,
message through.
Effective Constraints
Many agencies downgrade their
Such questions are not antigovernment, responsibility to respond to specific
and they deal in specifics. In our tradition complaints from individuals and
we are governed not by dictators and not organizations. Candidates should be asked
by mobs but by representative institutions. what steps they would take to make sure
But only a blind optimist could assert that that executive agencies listen to citizens'
our representative institutions are as grievances and follow up with action.
effective today as one would wish them to
Problem-Solving
be.
Problem-solving is a major challenge
This must be remedies'. We must have for anyone who seeks executive office. We
the courage and confidence to create ef- need a government that anticipates longfective governmental institutions and hold range needs and problems; develops the
them in check.
information and the forecasts necessary to
Effective government does not mean formulate policy alternatives; and then
bigger government. Effective government stiumlates public debate concerning_ the
institutions may actually be smaller than alternatives and hard trade-offs.
ineffective ones. We must simplify,
The world we're facing verges on the
streamline, clarify functions. The can- unmanageable. In this ebullient society,
didates must tell us how they intend to where everybody wants everything, there
make our governmental institutions work. are hard choices ahead, and real sacrifices
We need not fear vigorous executive for all of us. Unless we have leadership
agencies if the constraints on executive that helps us clarify alternatives, inpower are in good _working order. That is stitutions capable...AC sessilving--complas
why it is so important that Congress issues, and citizens who understand the
limited MirThecessary functiona of
function effectively, and why, for
the creation of a Congressional government, the crisis of New York City in
budgeting capability is such a 'Crucial mid-1975 will be the roadmap of the
American future. We as citizens had better
advance.
Elections are the prime constraint upon take it upon ourselves to find out how our
power in a democracy. Mahe soundness of candidates intend to govern
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THE WAR — Troops rrnwd evacuation ship at Thuan An Beach during
South Vietnam

Supreme Court Justice William 0
THE COURT
Douglas, who had longest career there, retires. He's 77.

THE ECONOMY — Unemployed Chicago, Ill, area residents crowd stairs of City Hall,
seeking temporary federally funded jobs.
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THE INQUIRY — U.S.
Senator Frank Church listens to answers provided
by persons before the Senate Intelligence Committee
in Washington, D.C. He's
the chairman. Abuses of
functions assigned to the
Federal Bureau of Investigation and the Central Intelligence Agency have
surfaced during the inquiry. The committee
seeks to develop ways to
curb these abuses in future
years. The Democrat from
Idaho has been mentioned
as a presidential candidate, but has denied this

alliblha IP Donal('
OUTER SPACE — Soviet cosmonaut Aleksey Leonov, left, and U.S. astronaut
linkup
historic
after
module
orbital
inside
made
photo
Slayton are pictured in NASA

THE PRESIDENCY- — In San Francisco, 'Calif., President Ford ducks behind his
limousine when shot is fired from across street. It was second such incident on his travels

THE ANSWERS -- In
Washirpton a major activity is the inquiry into various aspects of government
by the Congress. A great
deal of time of cabinet
members, and heads of
boards, agencies, councils,
is consumed testifying before House and Senate
committees. Here's FBI
director Clarence Kelley
testifying before the Senate Intelligence Committee. He wants the Congress to spell out FBI jurisdiction.
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Landry Says Dallas Will Take
- Chances But Count On Defense
LOS ANGELES (AP) —
Coach Tom Landry of the
Dallas Cowboys says his surprise team will take more
chances Sunday than will the
Los Angeles Rams, but he still
counts on defense to win the
game.
Defense has been the forte of
the Rams, who were 12-2 in the
regular season and then beat St.
touis 35-23 in the opening Super
'Bowl playoff game.
" "I hope it will be a tough
defensive game," Landry said
on his arrival in Los Angeles,
"because then we have a
chance. We have players
capable of playing great
defense."
The National Football Conference championship game is
scheduled Sunday at 1:05 p.m.
PST with all 91,038 seats in the
Los Angeles Coliseum sold out.
The game will be televised
locally as well as nationally.
Coach Chuck Knox of the
Rams announced that his
regular quarterback James
Harris has recovered from a

shoulder injury and will start
against the Cowboys.
It could be revenge for
Harris, who completed just one
pass for five yards against the
Cowboys as Dallas won the
season opener 18-7.

the Coliseum has aided the
Rams and the sellout crowd will
be cheering the home town
club—and Knox knows it. fli3
clubs are 21-2 at home in the
three years he's been coaching
in Los Angeles.
Los Angeles has made it to the
In practice, reserve Ron playoffs the past two years,
Jaworsiti has been playing the losing to Dallas and then
to
part of the Cowboys' Roger Minnesota.
Staubach, who threw the 50Dallas, under Landry, has
yard pass that beat Minnesota been in the playoffs nine of the
17-14 last Sunday.
past 10 years but stands as a six"We played them and we got point underdog this time.
our butts whipped," said Knox
Still, with Staubach and the
of the first meeting of the pass-oriented shotgun offense
regular season with Dallas. the Cowboys are dangerous
all
"Who's kidding who? We know the way.
their type of football."
"We put in the shotgun as an
Knox has lost five regulars
via injuries, but he has both obvious pass offense because
Harris and offensive tackle defenses were coming up with
Charlie Cowan back from the obvious formations against the
injured list for this title game pass," Landry said.
"The shotgun was no surprise
leading to the Super Bowl.
"I don't think anyone really in our first game," Knox said.
They just executed the plays
has the field advantage," added
Knox with his tongue not so well. Our team must play the
best football since we've been
visably in his cheek.
However, the natural turf of here to win."

_Harrison Makes Quite An Impression
For A Man Who Wants To Be Traded
By The Associated Press
and Toronto tripped Phoenix 4For a man who-wants to be
traded,
the
Cleveland - Stingers 2,Mies 1
Crusaders' Jim Harrison made
Claude Larose slammed in a
quite an impression in a 5-4 backhander from the crease in
victory over the Quebec Nor- the second period to lift Cincliques in a World Hockey cinnati over Ottawa, which
Association game Friday night.
began the day as the Denver
Harrison scored twice and set Spurs, then was shifted to the
up two goals in the Crusaders' Ontario city on an experiment
al
overtime triumph. He helped basis.
set up the game-winning goal by
The Civics played under their
Russ Walker, who scored at the new name for the first time
3:02 mark in overtime play.
after the club changed
"That's the best I've played ownership and cities, but still
since I got here," Harrison said. played in their Denver
"I wanted to play well so he uniforms.
4. (Cleveland General Manager
Rick Dudley scored- for the
Jack Vivian) could get someone Stingers, Jim Sherrit for the
good in return."
Civics.
Harrison, who has been
telling everyone he wants to be
Cowboys 3, Oilers 1
traded, quipped that by letting
Ron Chipperfield and Butch
him play 45 minutes, the Deadmarsh scored unassisted
Crusaders' management goals within a two-minute span
"finally smartened up."
of the third period to help
The Crusaders had taken a 3-1
lead midway in the second
period on two goals by Harrison
and a power play tally by Ron
Ward. But the Nordiques
countered with two goals by
Steve Sutherland.
Christian Bordeleau tied it at
715 of the third period on a
STANFORD, Calif. (AP) —
breakaway after Cleveland Players
such as Shafer Suggs,
defenseman Tom Edur failed to
James Files and Sonny Collins
hold a pass.
figured to have more than
J.A. Stewart of the Crusaders
enough inspiration going into
made it 4-3, but Quebec's Serge today's
51st Shrine East-West
Bernier got that back on
Game.
another break with 77 seconds
"All the players have great
left in regulation time.
inspiration for the game," said
Elsewhere in the WHA Friday
East Coach Charlie McClendon
night, Cincinnati ruined
of Louisiana State, referring to
Ottawa's return to WHA action
its cause, raising money for
with a 2-1 decision; San Diego
Shriners' hospitals for crippled
blanked Indianapolis 2-0;
children.
Calgary stopped Edmonton 3-1
"And they've at got a lot to
prove," he added, meaning the
opportunity to impress pro
football scouts making final
Miss Your Paper?
appraisals before next month's
draft of college talent.
Sabscribers who have not
Suggs, a defensive back from
received
their
homeBall State, and Files, offensive
delivered copy of The
center from McNeese State,
Murray Ledger aTunes by
spent
their varsity careers
5:30 p.m. are urged to cal
playing against so-called minor
753-1916 between 5:30 p.m.
college opposition. They're in
and 6 p.m. to insure delivery
against players from the Big
of the newspaper. Calls mast
Ten, Big Eight, and Pacific-8
be placed before 6 p.m.
conferences and other major
schools today.

Bradshaw In Top Shape For
AFC Clash With Oakland Today

(in ill{ % 1 (i.11.1 It - !MIT)

Calgary hand Edmonton its
eight straight loss.
The score had been tied 1-1 as
Edmonton's Rusty Patenaude
and Calgary's Rick Sentes
traded first-period goals.
Cowboys goalie Wayne Wood
stopped 25 shots to earn his
eighth victory in as many
decisions.
Toros 4, Roadrunners 1
Right wing Paul Henderson
scored two goals for the second
consecutive game and set up a
third to help Toronto beat
PhoeniF.
Lou Nistico and Frank
Mahovlich also tallied for the
Toros, while Michel Cormier
had the only Phoenix goal.
Mariners 2, Racers0
Wayne Rivers and Don
Burgess scored the goals and
Ernie Wakely stopped 17 shots
in the third period to protect his
shutout over Indianapolis.

OPORTS

PITTSBURGH (AP) —
Pittsburgh Steelers Coach
Chuck Noll says Terry Bradshaw "seems to be in top
shape" and will be his No. 1
quarterback in Sunday's
American Football Conference
championship game against
Oakland.
But during practive this
net* off the pads of goalie Gary week, Bradshaw was setting up
Smith. Vancouver replied when on a heavily taped knee.
John Gould's pass deflected off
"It's no secret," he admitted.
Boston defensetnan Brad Park
won't be able to run."
and dribbled past Bruins goalie
Noll remained mum Friday
Gilles Gilbert.
on why Terry Hanratty would
Seals 8,Capitals 5
back up Bradshaw when Joe
California center Wayne Gilliam has held the second
Merrick got three goals and string spot all season. Hanratty
three assists, and wing Bob has been in for only two plays.
Girard added two goals as the
"By decree," Noll said earlier
Seals set a club record for shots in the week. "By the flip of a
on goal with 51 and topped the coin," he said at a press
Capitals.
conference Friday.
The Caps held a 2-1 lead after
What about reports that
the opening period.
Gilliam's demotion was the

Flames Crush Blues
7-1 In NHL Action
By The Associated Press
Atlanta Flames Coach Fred
Creighton says he was worried
his National Hockey League
team might not be up for the St.
Louis Blues, But he didn't have
to worry long.
The suddenly high-scoring
Flames scored three firstperiod goals in less than two
minutes and went on the crush
the Blues 7-1 Friday night. They
were averaging three goals a
game before their 8-1 rout of the
New York Rangers New Year's
Eve and now have outscored
opponents 15-2 in their last two
contests.
"I was worried before the
game started," Creighton said.
"I was afraid we might be flat
after that game in New York, I
thought there might be a
letdown. But after we got the
first three goals, I felt better."
Rey Comeau started Atlanta's scoring at 4:27, Tom Lysiak
got his 18th just 16 seconds
later, and 1:22 after that Tim
Ecclestone scored his third goal
of the year.
Claude St. Sauveur got a goal
in each of the last two periods
for Atlanta and Bill Flett and
Gerry Meehan each got (me
the second period.
"Today was my birthday and
I always have a good game on
my birthday," said St. Sauveur,
24.
Jerry Butler scored for the
Blues near the end of the second
period.
"They could have beaten
anyone tonight," said Blues
Coach Lynn Patrick.
In the other NHL games
Friday night, the Boston Bruins
and Vancouver Canucks tied 4-4
in a mistake-filled game, and
the California Seals tripped the
Washington Capitals 8-5.
Bruins 4, Canucks 4
Boston's Darryl Edestrand
started things with a sharply
angled shot that went into the
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UT Coaches Resign
MOW'S
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Phone 753-3852

KNOXVILLE, Tenn.(AP) —
Backfield coach Lide Huggins
and receiver coach Jerry Elliott
have resigned from the Tennessee football staff and
offensive coordinator Ray Trail
has been stripped of that
responsibility.
The changes came Friday in
the wake of a 7-5 Tennessee
season—the first one in 10 years
that the Vols did not receive a
bowl bid.
Head Coach Bill Battle said
his other assistant coaches will
remain unless they leave of
their own volition.
Trail can return to the
position as offensive line coach
if he wants, Battle said. He held
that position for eight years
betore hemming offensive
coordinator two years ago.
Battle also said Dal Shealy,
an assistant coach at Baylor
University, has been offered the
Job of offensive coordinator.

trading block. It woulttleppear
that frustration is the name of
the game for the second-string
quarterback who struck like
lightning during last year's
preseason, leading the Steelers
to six exhibition victories.
And the frustration should
continue as the Steelers put all
their chips on Bradshaw.•
,
That was never byttel•
illustrated than during a recent
friendly wrestling match
between Bradshaw and his
buddy, guard "Moon" Mullins,
in the Steelers lockerroom.
As Bradshaw was about to be
squashed,
concerned
teammates pulled the heavier
Mullins off the quarterback,
shouting: "Moon, Moon, that's
our money."
As long as Bradshaw remains
healthy, there is no real concern
about backup quarterbacks,
just as Noll has been saying.
But the nagging fear
remains—what if Bradshaw
gets hurt?
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Boling On Tennis
30

By Ross Boling

There is really no use lamenting the most recent U.S. Davis
Cup debacle in Mexico City. You can't blame the prodigal
Jimmy Connors for not being there because he was there and
you can't blame controversial former team captain Dennis
RaLston for being there because he was not there.
The plain fact of the matter is that the U.S., even though
replete with the services of Connors and heralded new team
captain Tony Trabert, endured a good old country whipping
at the hands of Mexico for the second year in a row.
Mexico's stunning triumph confirmed a suspicion that has
been relentlessly gnawing at American Davis Cup hopes and
dreams for the last five years: the era of U.S. Cup dominance, if indeed it ever existed, is over.
There are simply too many countries that have at their
disposal at least one genuine superstar and in Davis Cup you
only need one to be a contender.
The most natural case in point is Mexico and its ace, Raul
Ramirez. Looking the part of the classical villain with his
furry mustache and dark good looks, he single-handedly
frustrated the U. S. and particularly frustrated America's
pride and joy, Connors.
Ramirez was, in a sense biting the band that had so
generously fed him. He learned and refined his game while
living with the James Delaney family in Las Angeles and
tutored under distinguished coach George Toley at USC.
He even competed one year on the U.S. Junior Davis Cup
team when Mexico failed to field a team consecuently, I had
never really conceived of Ftamirez as a Mexican tuttil he started beating up on Americans a year and a half ago.
But the swashbuckling Ramirez is in fact a Mexicali and he
promises to take up where the late Rafael Osuna, Mexico's
last great champion,left off.
The way he likes to teasingly dissect his foes kind of reminds one of Zorro. He is extremely quick and brimming with an
all-court enterprise and quintessential panache.
I remember seeing him play four years ago in Louisville at
the national Junior Clay Court Championships,a tournament
game was Dick Jauron, now a in which I was also playing. Since I got decimAtect in the first
regular with the Detroit Lions.
round by the eventual runner-up in the tournament, I had
Files is the first player from plenty of time to sit around and leisurely watch all the stars
Lousiana's McNeese State to of the future perform.
play in the East-West Game.
As I strolled over to the court where Ramirez was emThe 247-pounder, a second team broiled in a pretty tight match, I saw him literally climb the
All-American selection, will be fence three times in succession to return his opponents
joined on the West team by such smashes. It was, all hype and cant aside, one of the most inplayers as All-American Chuck credible displays of defensive retrieving I have ever seen.
Muncie of California, national
As it turned out in Mexico City, it was this very facility to
passing leader Craig Penrose of run down nearly everything in sight and his intelligent
San Diego State and Grambling manipulation of pace that enabled him to smote a nervous
defensive back James Hunter Connors in the decisive match.
who also is considered by pro
There is one other dimension to Ramirez that shouldn't be
scouts as a good wide receiver neglected. He is a clutch player par excellence. Like Osuna
prospect.
Invariably did, Ramirez seems to perform best under the not
inconsiderable pressure of playing for his country before his
Mike White of California is countrymen.
head coach of the West, which
He won the WCT doubles title this year in Mexico City and
had a 24-21-5 lead in the series has
now, of course, buggered the U. S. Davis Cup efforts two
before today's game.
years running.

Sonny Collins To Lead East
Offense In 51st Shrine Game
Kentucky's Collins was the
leading running back in the
Southeast Conference early this
season but later went to the
bench, at his own request,
during the Wildcats' nightmarish season marred by
rumors that there was pointshaving.
"Sonny Collins can run to the
post and around it quicker than
anybody," says McClendon,
who hopes the Kentucky star
shows it against the West
defense.
East teammates of Suggs and
Collins include quarterbacks
Gene Swick of Toledo and Jeff
Grantz of South Carolina, AllAmerican defensive back Chet
Moeller of Navy, defensive
linemen Ken Novak of Purdue
and Ben Williams of Mississippi
and Yale wide receiver Gary
Fencik.
The East-West game has
given several Ivy League
players a chance to show what
they can do against players
from bigger football schools.
The last Yale player in the

result of disciplinary action?
"If it is anything disciplinary,
it's a club matter," Noll said.
Noll remained confident
during practice this week that
Bradshaw would be "fit as a
fiddle" for Sunday's game,
making talk of a back-up man
irrelevant.
"Bradshaw is our quarterback," said Noll. "He'll get
all the work he needs."
Noll has successfully ducked
questions about Gilliam, and
Jefferson Street Joe himself
told reporters he was surprised
by his demotion.
But defensive tackle Joe
Greene told one out-of-town
reporter not to believe that stuff
and that Gilliana knows full well
why he was demoted, as does
the rest of the team. But,
Greene added, nobody is going
to tell newsmen.
There have been published
reports that Gilliam has missed
meetings, is having trouble with
the coaches and might be on the

Hayes Remains Mum
On Defeat Of Ohio
COLUMBUS, Ohio (AP) — thoughts.
- —
---- --.automatic at the line of
Woody Hayes of Ohio State
"After all, It's just a game," scrimmage and threw an inremained mum Friday 24 hours said Harold Enarson, the Ohio terception. The Buckeyes
after one of the most crushing State president.
trailed 16-10 at the time and
defeats of his 30-year college
Ed Weaver, the Big Ten appeared to have regained the
football coaching career.
champions' athletic director, momentum.
The fiery 62-year-old coach added, "It was one of his
Griffin, the two-time Heisrnan
slipped away from any keenest defeats."
Trophy winner who suffered a
postgame interviews Thursday
Duke, who visited the Ohio broken left hand bone on the
after UCLA upset the Buckeyes State dressing room shortly third play of the game, stayed
23-10, costing them the national after the defeat, would say behind. The senior tailback,
championship.
nothing publicly, but it was who will have his hand in a sling
Hayes was approached at understood he intends to talk to for four to five weeks, was to
least twice by sports writers Ohio State officials to see such return today with older brother
traveling with the team Friday tactics are not repeated.
James Griffin Jr.
and he declined any comment
An assistant coach, who
Defensive
back. Craig
on the defeat that cost Ohio asked not to be named, blamed
Cassady will have his separated
State an undefeated season.
the upset on audibles,plays that shoulder in a sling for
about two
Hayes sat reading a book in are called at the line of
weeks. Cassady was hurt after
the Los Angeles terminal when scrimmage by quarterback
he intercepted a pass in the
a writer asked if he felt like Cornelius Greene.
fourth quarter.
talking.
"We automaticed ourselves
"Nope," responded Hayes, right out of the game. When you
Meanwhile, safety Tim Fox,
without looking up from the teach your kids to do that wingback Brian Baschnagel
book he was reading, entitled (audibles), what can you and Greene flew to Honolulu
"Magnificent Obsession."
expect." the coach said.
Friday to play in the Hula Bowl
In other words, the writer
"When we got the ball on their Jan. 10.
assummed, Hayes had nothing 35-yard line with 10 minutes to
Griffin had been scheduled to
to say.
play,",tie continued,"we should play in that game while
"Right," snapped Hayes.
have run Pete (Johnson) and Cassady had been selected to
School officials went to the Archie (Griffin) right into the play in the American Bowl
in
defense of the 25-year Ohio end zone. We could have used up Tampa, Fla., later this
month.
State coach, bat Wayne Duke, 41
/
2 minutetrand would have won Their injuries will keep both
the Big Ten Conference the game."
from playing in the all-star
commissioner, had other
Instead, Greene called an contests.

yo
f.
16,

G•
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Economy. Although
a nuclear power
plant costs slightly
more to construct
(because of the many
built-in safeguards),
it's more economical
to operate than a
coal-fired plant.
Much lower fuel cost
is the primary factor,
over four times lower
than fuel costs for a
coal-fired plant. And
one pound of nuclear
fuel contains as
much energy as 75
tons of high grade
coal. So you can see
why nuclear is
indeed a very
economical way to
produce electricity.

MI

In the
decades
ahead, nuclear plants
will be significant in
holding down
the cost of
your electric power.
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By Mike Brandon
Snorts FAUN

Best All-Around Sports? Try USC
Somebody came in the office Friday and teft with this
question: Based on all-around athletic programs, what
school in the nation is the best?
From what scampy information I have at my disposal, the
University of Southern California gets the nod.
Counting basketball, football, baseball, track, tennis, golf
and cross country, USC claimed three outright conference
championships. Oklahoma, Western Kentucky, Indiana and
UCLA all won two outright titles and tied for conference
honors in another.
Of'course the only way to actually arrive at the figure is to
contact the NCAA and get a list of the schools in all of the conferences in the All-Conference Trophy races.
Of course you would have to put Arizona and Arizona State
among the list plus many others, including independents like
Notre Dame.
The nationally-known sports publication, Coach and
Athlete, a few years ago said USC had the best all-around
sports program.
The same magazine rated Illinois as having the top high
school sports and California was second.

Interesting Stats
Each week we receive some statistics from the NCAA
headquarters. Sometimes the statistics wind up in the trash
can and other times, they wind up lost in the desk
somewhere.
But this week's statistics have some interesting points.
Who do you think was the top drawer last year in college
basketball? Odds are you would never guess Minnesota but if
you did, you were right. The Golden Gophers averaged 16,850
fans for 13 home games. Second on the list was Indiana with
16,444 and third dropped to Vanderbilt at 14,887.

I

Western Kentucky just missed the top 20 as the Hilltoppers
played before the average audience of 10,111.
Conference-wise, the Big Ten as a whole averaged 9,800
while the Atlantic Coast was second with 9,311. The average
night in the Ohio Valley Conference attracted 5,154 fans last
year.
Among other notes of interest:
...James Wells' teammate at Dayton, Fred Eckert, leads
the nation in free throw shooting this year, hitting 19 of 19.
Paul Smith of Murray State has connected on 14 of 14.
...The Murray State Racer football team finished second in
Division II this past season in pass defense.
...Herbie Stamper, only a freshman at Morehead; ranks
40th in the nation in scoring this season with a 22.0 average.
...Who do you schedule if you want to lose by a big margin
on the basketball floor? Try Maryland. They are winning by
an average of 32.9 points per game. Second is Indiana with a
24.9 margin while Nevada-Las Vegas ( which Murray plays
next year) is third at 24.3.
...Believe it or not, John Robinson of Michigan has hit on 42
of 56 field goal attempts this season for a .750 average. A former Mr. Basketball in Kentucky, Jerry Thruston of Owensboro, is 18th in the nation as he has hit 31 of 49 at Mercer for
a mark of .633.
...Remember Samford University from a year ago?
Remember an outstanding young leaper named Dwayne
Barnett? He's second in the nation in rebounding with an
average of 16.9 per game.
...How strong is basketball in the OVC this year? In the top
50 scorers, the top 20 rebounders, the top 20 field goal
shooters and the top 20 free throw shooters, only Stamper
( previously mentioned) and Frank Jones of Tennessee Tech
121.8 points per game)appear in the stets.

But there's no time for pats on
the back-the Deacons must
face
ninth-ranked North
Carolina State in the tourney
final tonight.
"We certainly deserve some
attention in the national
rankings," said Coach Carl

Friday's College
Basketball Scores
By The Asseclited Press

Linfield 89,George FOx 87
Boise St. 95, Seattle Pacific 74
EAST
Northern Colo. 84, Calvin, Mich.
Seton Hall 103,SW La.84
80
Boston Col. 94,Connecticut 83
SE Mo.
Niagara 75, Brigham Young 60 S. M.-Edwardsville 99,
Hamilton 71, North Adams St. St. 75
Cent. Mo.84, Lincoln 74
67
Mo.-Rolla 92, NW Mo.72
Allegheny 75, Glennville St. 69
SW Mo. 78, NE Mo.66
Amer. Intnl. 73, E. Conn.70
SOUTH
St. Michael's 80,Springfield 65
Rutgers 91,Stetson 70
Trenton 3t. 60, New Haven 59
Clemson 103, Biscayne 71
Sacred Heart 98, Clark 75
E. Carolina 81, The Citadel 76
Penn St. 63, Hr rvard 55
Grambling
100,
TennGeo. Washington 75, Brown 59
Chattanooga 95
Brandeis 76, Middlebury 74, OT
Ala.-Huntsville 95, Samford 63
Cent. Conn. 85, Worcester Tech
La. Col. 81, Hendrix 58
Palm Beach Atlantic 85,
Army 81, New Hampshire 63
Greenville 77
Lafayette M,Rochester 68
North Carolina St. 104, Duke 95
MIDWEST
Wake Forest 95, North Carolina
Marietta 83, Case W. Reserve 53
83
Ind-Pur.-Indpls. 92, Ind-East 47
Houston 78, Houston Bapt.50
N. Mich.82,Saginaw Valley 74
San Francisco 77, Texas A&M
Mo.-K.C. 87, Ark. Col.82
75
Mo.-St. Louis 105, Lnd: St.Shepherd 114, Washington, Md.
Evansville 78
Col.60
Eureka 72,Harris Tchs. 70
Salem Col. 101, Spring Garden,
Macalester 85,E. Mont.81
Pa.99
A No. Ariz. 88,Fort Lewis 68
High Point 83, Wofford 79
/
I Wis.-Green Bay 75, Wis.Williamette 112, Ore. Col of Ed.
Whitewater 69
68
Milton 72,St. Francis, Ill. 65
W. Wash. 82, Warner Pacific 70
Taylor 99, Ogelthorpe 80
St. Martin's 49, British
Columbia 45
SOUTHWST
Puget Sound 84, Lewis & dark
Texas-El Paso 71,S. Colo. 54
,
66

Tacy, coach of Wake Forest, 9O. A victory over North Carolina
State, 8-0 and a 104-95 winner
over Duke Friday behind Kenny
Carr's career-high 45 points,
would undoubtedly persuade
many of the voters to agree.
In other games involving
nationally ranked teams, No. 4
UCLA ran away from Denver in
the second half and posted a 11179 triumph; No. 14 Rutgers
defeated Stetson 91-70, and No.
19 San Francisco edged Texas
A&M 77-75 in the opening round
of the Bluebonnet Classic at
Houston.
In handing North Carolina its
first loss after six triumphs,
Wake Forest played without
junior star Skip Brown, for the
final 17 minutes after he injured
his thigh.
"Without Brown, and with
Daryl Peterson in foul trouble,
we showed we were made of
stern stuff," said Tacy. "Those
two are a good piece of our
team, but without them we
really pulled ourselves up by
our bootstraps. For a while, we
forgot we had to have a serious
inside threat. But we got Rod
Griffin playing like he can, and
Lee Foye hit a couple inside.
Mark Dale, subbing for Brown,
gave us someone to control our
offense when we needed it."
Jerry Schellenberg and 24
points for Wake Forest, Griffin
17 and Brown 16. Phil Ford of
North Carolina took game
honors with 30.
Coach Dean Smith of North
Carolina said, "We fell behind
early, when Wake Forest hit
everything they threw up. Wake
Forest has a very fine team, but
we will be back."
N.C. State led Duke 49-48 at

Pro Cage Standings

Pro Basketball At A Glance
By The Associated Press
FAR WEST
Tabor,Kan.94, Mo. Valley 76
NBA
UCLA 111, Denver 79
Tarkio 71, Culver-Stockton 68
Eastern Conference
W. New Mexico 96, W. Colo. St.
Midwestern, Tex. 72, E.
Atlantic Division
50
Central, Okla.68
W L Pct. GB
UC Santa Barbara 83, Creighton
Cent. St., Okla. 69, Washburn 62 Boston
22 9 .710
81
Methodist Col.65, Bowie St. 60
22 11 .667 1
Philphia
San Diego St. 78, New Mexico 58
Geo. Mason 113, St. Mary's Col. Buffalo
20 15 .571 4
Fresno St. 98,Sacramento St. 76
96
16 21 .432 9
New York
Cal Bapt. 86, Oregon Tech 85
Cameron, Okla. 64, St. Mary's,
Central Division
Pacific 80,S.F. St. 72
Tex.57
17 14 .548
Atlanta
US Int.66,Claremont-Mudd 53
Stephen F. Austin 75, Ouachita Washington
18 15 .545
Occidental 110, L.A. Bapt. 78
Bapt., Ark.67
18 16 .529
Cleveland
Nevada-Reno 103, Hayward St.
Norfolk St.92,St. Augustine 76
Houston
16 15 .516 1
81
Kansas Newman 80, Friends 75 N. Orleans
13 19 .406
Biola,61, Azusa Pacific 54
Marymount 91,Emporia St. 81
Western Conference
Southern
Cal
Col. 90,Panhandle, Okla., St. 60,
Midwest Division
Dominguez Hills 68
Southwestern 67
14 18 .438 Milwaukee
UC Davis 81, Luther,Iowa 71
Ottawa 84, Nebraska West. 73
Detroit
13 17 .433 Lewis-Clark St. 87W. Mont.68
Fullerton St. 94, U.San Diego 61 K.C.
10
72 .313 4
Mesa,Colo. 108, N.M. Highlands
Bakersfield 101,Chapman 70
825 .242 6%
Chicago
91
Pacific Division
24 8 .750 G.State
21 16 .568 5%
L.A.
18 18 .500 8
Seattle
15 15 .500 8
Phoenix
Portland
12 74 .353 13
1205 CHESTNUT STREET
Friday's Results
Buffalo 106, New York 105
Philadelphia 112, Cleveland
101
For Your Drug, Prescription and
New Orleans 111, Atlanta 95
Sundry Heeds
Washington 107, Chicago 99,
OT
-open 12:00 A.M. 6 P.M.Milwaukee 98, Detroit 83

SCOtT DRUG

Will Be Open Every Sunday

MIAMI(AP)- In this same
City where Barry Switzer saw
Oklahoma's title hopes begin to
fade more than three months
ago, the Sooners made it all the
way back and repeated as
college football's national
champions.
"After we only beat Miami 2017 back in September, I didn't
think we could repeat," Switzer
admitted
Friday
after
Oklahoma became the seventh
team in history-including Bud
Wilkinson's 1955-56 Sooners-to
win consecutive national
crowns. "I questioned whether
we could have three undefeated
seasons in a row."
The Sooners didn't, finally
tasting defeat in Switzer's third
campaign as head coach in a
shocking 23-3 loss to Kansas.
But they recovered in the
season's final weeks with
victories over Missouri and
Nebraska and leap-frogged
from seventh place following
the Missouri game all the way
'back to the top by downing

Kentucky High
School Scores

Michigan 14-6 in the Orange
Bowl Thursday night while No.
1-ranked Ohio State bowed to
UCLA in the Rose Bowl.
"I've got to be the luckiest
son-of-a-gun in the world,"
Switzer said. "I told the squad
after the Kansas game we'd be
laughing and giggling when it
was all over, and now three
games later we're national
champions again.
"Wh000-ee! I was trying to
sell 'em on that idea, baby, but I
had my tongue in my cheek
when I said it."
Although they were preseason
favorites in The Associated
Press poll to repeat as national
champs, the Sooners started to
slip by narrowly edging Miami
after walloping Oregon 62-7 and
Pitt 46-10. They fell from the top
the next week after squeaking
past Colorado 21-20 on a missed
extra point, plummeted to sixth
upon losing to Kansas and slid
to seventh when they had to
rally to nip Missouri 28-27.
"The first two games were
just the same old hat," Switzer
said. "We got half a hundred
and it was just like it used to be.
But then we struggled. I didn't
think we'd go through the
season undefeated. I knew it

Friday's Boys Games
By The Associated Press
North Hardin 84 Green County
80
McCreary County 70 Russell
County 64
Maysville 70 Lewis County 69
Belfry 63 Millard 62
Lou. Shawnee 70 Cincinnati
Hughes 68
By FRANK BROWN
Bardstown 56 Meade County 51 ,
AP Sports Writer
Powell County 78 Cordia 66
Another Chicago Bulls loss
halftime, spurted to a 10-point
Tompkinsville 100 Garnaliel 42
caused Washington's Elvin
lead shortly after intermission
Casey County 67 Mercer County Hayes to think for a moment.
and was never seriously 47
His Bullets had held Chicago to
threatened thereafter.
Fulton County 101 Carlisle 11 points in the final quarter,
Tate Atinstrong led the Blue
County 80
then won in overtime; the Bulls
Devils, 7-2, who will play North
St. Mary 79 Heath 77
made exactly three of 13 shots
Carolina for consoleion honors'.,
-South Fulton, Tenn.68 Hickman in the first seven minutes of that
in tonight's first game, with 24
County 63
fourth period.
points.
Paducah Tilghman 71 Lone Oak
It might have been different,
N.C. State Coach Norm Sloan
64
thought Hayes, had Chet
said he was "surprised Carr
Shelby County 81 Woodford Walker been a player instead of
was able to score that much
County 59
a memory at Chicago Stadium.
against a Duke team which is
Johnson Central 66 Paintsville
"The Bulls miss Chet Walker
much better than a year ago."
65
so much that it's hard to believe
Duke Coach Bill Foster said,
Bell County 92 Barbourville 58
they're the same team," he said
"We got a great effort but not
Elizabethtown
112 Cam- after the 107-99 triumph that
good results. It seemed that pbellsville 64
dropped Chicago's record to 8every time we lost the ball on a Johnson
Central 66 Paintsville 25-worst in the National
blocked shot or steal, they got 65
Basketball Association. "There
an easy basket. My main Knox Central
60 Cumberland 54 was nobody in the league who
concern now is getting ready for LaRue County 70
Adair County could go one-on-one with him on
tomorrow."
53
a crucial play."
Richard Washington scored Lincoln County 77
Somerset 6C
And there were a number of
30 points and hauled down 12
Oldham County 75 Gallatin crucial plays for the Bulls, who
rebounds and and Marques County 44
came up short after leading by
Johnson added 24 points and 10
M.C. Napier 66 Knott Central 64 seven points before that fourthrebounds for UCLA, 9-1. The Jeff. Fairdale 86
Beth Haven 51 quarter cold streak.
Bruins led by just five at the Carroll
County 53 Trimble
"It was a case of the Bulls
half, but rolled up 66 points in County 49
moving the ball for three
the second period to win easily
Elkhorn City 72 Johns Creek 67 quarters and then getting into
Sam Williams hit two fre4 Ft. Thomas St. Thomas 88 trouble," observed Washington
throws with 1:30 remaining to Campbell County 59
Coach K.C. Jones. It was
put San Francisco in front 74-73 Madison Central 70 Rockcastle trouble that might have been
and the Dons went on to beat County 54
avoided with a Chet Walker
Texas A&M, raising their Caldwell County 66 Dawson leading the Bulls' offense
record to 11-2. In the other game Springs 62
instead of sitting out an enof the Bluebonnet Classic, Tollesboro 91 Raceland 65
forced retirement after offHouston
trounced
Houston
Harrodsburg 69 Mt. Sterling 62 season money squabbles with'
Baptist 78-59.
(4 ot
the Bulls' management.
Nelson County 70 Eminence 59
"When it came down to the
A number of tournaments gut Bath County 69 Clark County 26 final few minutes, it was
under way Friday. In the Lex. Catholic 93 Bardstown experience that paid off,"
Lafayette Invitational, Army Bethlehem 58
added Hayes, who scored six
beat New Hampshire 81-63 and Sheldon Clark 69 Mullins 67
points in overtime to waste a 29Lafayette whipped Rochester Lou. Ahrens 105 Henry County point performance by Chicago's
98-68. In the Presidential 52
Bob Love.
Classic in Washington, Penn Casey County 67 Mercer County
It was experience that the
State topped Harvard 63-55 and 47
Bulls don't seem to have any
George Washington beat Bros
Harrison County 54 Owensboro more. "The Bulls have a lot of
75-59.
Apollo 52
good youngsters," said Hayes.
Lincoln County 77 Somerset 60
"But it takes the veterans time
Middlesboro 78 Pineville 46
to adjust to them," noted the
Newport Invitational
Bulls' Jerry Sloan. "We have
Semifinals
the makings of a heckuva
Golden State-113, Los Ange I ec Covington Holmes 84 Covington team."
Catholic 68
105
That sentiment was echoed by
Newport Catholic 61 Covington Bulls Coach Dick Matta, who
Boston 102, Seattle 98
Holy Cross 51
added,"I just hope our kids can
Saturday's Games
Lewis County Invitational
Buffalo at New York
hang on and find out that one of
Consolation
Phoenix at Atlanta
these days they can dolt all."
Deming 66 Augusta 59(ot)
Detroit at Cleveland
They just might be doing it all
Championship
Kansas City at New Orleans
right now-except, as Hayes
Lewis County 68 Tollesboro 65
Philadelphia at Washington
noted, they seem to miss a
Whitley County Invitational
Houston at Milwaukee
fellow named Chet Walker.
Semifinal
Los Angeles at Golden State
In other NBA games Friday
Lynch 81 Williamsburg 69
Boston at Portland
night, Buffalo edged New York
Friday's Girls Games
Sunday's Games
106-105; Philadelphia topped
By The Associated Press
Phoenix at Kansas City
Cleveland 112-101; New Orleans
Cumberland County 58 Metcalfe bested
Potland at L's Angeles
Atlanta
111-95;
County 36
Golden State at Seattle
Milwaukee outscored Detroit
St. Mary 42 Heath 38
98-83; Golden State held off Los
Lou. Presentation 54 Fairdale Angeles 113-105, and Boston
ABA
W L Pct..GR 23
nipped Seattle 102-96.
Ashland 105 West Car*25
Denver
24 8 .750 Bullets 107, Bulls SO
Millard 83 Pikeville 4r
New York
20 10 .667 3
Wes Unseld made two key
Owistion County 53 Daviess steals and grabbed five
19 12 .613 4
San Anton
Indiana
19 14 .576 5,7 CdtinTy 34
the
help
rebounds
to
Kentucky
17 15 .531 6
Washington overtime effort
Geiberger Honored
S. Louis
16 20 .4441
against Chicago. His layup with
CARLSBAD,
P.
,
Calif. ( P) - 15 seconds remaining tied it 93.152
Virginia
5 28
Golfer Al Geiberger will he 93 in regulation play.
Friday's Games
honored as Comeback Player of Phil Chenier had 21 points for
Kentucky 116, Virginia 104
New York 104, San Antonio 96 the Year on Jan. 12 by West the Bullets.
Coast sports writers and Braves III, Kniclui 185
Denver 137, Indiana 125
sportscasters.
Saturday's Games
Bob McAdoo hit a jump shot
The former. PGA champion with 23 seconds to go and the
New York at Indiana
will play a round of golf with the Braves withstood two last-ditch
Kentucky at San Anton],
media representatives and then New York attempts in ending
St..Louis at Denver'
will be honored at a dinner at the Knicks' six-game winning
Sunday's Games
the La Costa Resort FloteL
streak
Virginia at St. Louis

Wake Forest Stuns Third-Ranked
North Carolina 95-83 Last Night
GREENSBORO, N.0(AP)Wake Forest, unbeaten but
unranked, made a strong bid to
move into the Top Twenty by
stunning third-rated North
Carolina 95-83 Friday night in a
first-round matchup in the Big
Four tournament.

Oklahoma Named Top
Team For Second Year
had to happen sooner or later.
In fact, we might have come
closer to an unbeaten season
than we should have."
Oklahoma got back into the
voters' good graces by thumping Nebraska, the No. 2 team
at the time, 35-10 in the regularseason windup. That lifted the
Sooners to No. 3. Secondranked
Texas A&M then obliged by
losing to Arkansas and Southern
California and Ohio State died
on New Year's Day.
-Obviously this team was not
as successful as the last two
because we lost a game,"
Switzer said.''But a lot of teams
have lost a ball game and won
the national championship. We
were close to being what kte've
always been on defense, but
offensively, we didn't fit in the
same category."
In repeating as national
titlists, the Sooners received
541
/
2 first-place votes from a
nationwide panel of 63 sports
writers and broadcasters.
Unbeaten Arizona State, 12-0,
was second, followed by
Alabama, Ohio State and
UCLA.
"The first thing I told our
coaches after we beat Nebraska
was that we were lucky we

didn't have to g9 and play
Arizona State in the Fiesta
Bowl. Nebraska, however,
did-and lost."

The Top 20
By The Associated Press
The Top Twenty teams- in
The Associated Press college
football poll with first-place
votes in parentheses, season
records and total points. Points
based on 20-18-16-1412-10-9-8-7-65-4-3-2-1:
1.0klahoma (541
/
2) 11-1-0 1,257
2.Arizona St.(5) 12-0-0 1,038
3.Alabama (3½) 11-1.0964
4.0hio State 11-1-0 957
5.UCLA 9-2-1 658
6.Tezas 10-2-0 542
7.Arkansas 10-2.0534
&Michigan 8-2-2 528
9.Netraska 10-2-0456
10,Penn State 9-3-0 319
11.Texas A&M 10-2-0 260
12.Miami, O. 11-1-0 194
13.Maryland 9-2-1 192
14.California 8-3-0 175
15.Pittsburgh 84-0 144
16.Colorado 9-3-0 90
17.Southern Cal. 8-4-4) 64
18.Arizona 9-2-058
19.Georgia 9-3-0 57
20.West Virginia 9-3-0 32

Hayes Says Absence Of Chet
Walker Part Of Bulls' Problem
Buffalo had blown a 14-point
fourth-quarter lead, falling
behind 105-102 with 1:10 to play.
But Jim McMillian closed the
deficit to one with 59 seconds to
go and McAdoo hit his gamewinning shot in traffic from the
left baseline.
McAdoo finished with 34
points, while Earl Monroe had
31 for New York.
71iers 112,Cavaliers 101
Doug Collins and George
McGinnis each scored 28 points
as Philadelphia ended a threegame Cleveland winning
streak. Campy Russell was high
for the Cavs with 19 points.
Warriors 113, Lakers 103
Rick Barry's 28 points and
Jamaal Wilkes'20 paced Golden
State over Los Angeles. The
Warriors broke the game open
with a blistering third period in
which they shot 68 per cent on
the way to their 14th triumph in
the last 17 games.
Kareem Abdul-Jabbar led
Los Angeles with 25 points.

said Hawks Coach Cotton
Fitzsimmons.
Celtics 102,SuperSonics 98
Charlie Scott hit two free
throws with 12 seconds
remaining to help Boston top
Seattle. The foul shots, which
gave the Boston guard 24 points
for the night, boosted the
Celtics' lead to 100-96.
The Celtics' Dave Cowens
finished with 28 points while
Seattle's scoring was topped by
guard Fred Brown's 34 points.
Bucks 98, Pistons 83
Bob Dandridge and Jim Price
each scored 23 points to help
Milwaukee take over first place
from Detroit in the Midwest
Division with their victory over
the cold-shooting Pistons, who
dropped their 13th game in the
last 16.
,
Bob Lanif,rt,stored 24 points to
top Deiroft,jahile Curtis Rowe
added 14 ling- had a season-high
20 rebounds.
Crisis &
Information Center

Jazz 111, Hawks 95
Guards Pete Mara vich scored
26 points and Louie Nelson 24 to
lead New Orleans past Atlanta,
which got 21 points from John
Drew.
The Jazz held. a 63-48
rebounding advantage, largely
on center Otto Moore's 18
rebounds. "This might surprise
a lot of people, but I think Otto
Moore is the key to the Jazz,"

24 Hour Service
Western Kentucky
PAH MR Board

John Baker
Auto Repair-Welding
Phone 489-2163
Coldwater, Ky.
Formerly employed at Boyd's Auto
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OPEN ALL WINTER
for your bait needs
Winter Fishing is Great!
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That First Gun Renders Responsibility
To Your Youngster

Can you remember your first
gun? Chances are you can,
particularly if it was a
Christmas present from your
parents. For a rifle or shotgun
can mean more to a youngster
Outdoorsmen-We now have the Herman Sport
than any gift he has received
before, since it tells him,even if
Vibram
and
Lacing
L Hiking Shoes with Speed
no words are spoken, how his
Soles 8. Heels.
father and mother feel about
him.
It tells him that they trust
Phone 753-8844
him, that they recognize that he
1203 Chestnut
is mature enough to handle the
responsibility of a potentially
lethal object. Years later, they
may give the child a much more
deadly gift-.-a car or a
motorcycle—but that first gun
will always remain in his
memory as an indication that
his parents acknowledge his
growing up.
It also represents growing up
In another way, for a.-gun can
mean days afield with adult
companions, a father and son
hunting together, getting to
know and understand each
m.
p.
8 a. m. - 10:00
other. it is a boy's pass into the
hunting camp, into the world of
Phone 753-$322
Hwy.641 So.
men, the smells and sounds of
"
the woods on a crisp fall morning and the warmth of a winter
• camp fire.
A gun should also be a boy's
Prompt, Efficient Service Is Our Business": introduction
to conservation. By
joining the ranks of hunters, he
enters a society which laa&done
more for wildlife than anther
single group. The boy* should

Storey's

Foocleint

Open 7 Days A Week

a

e TSON
fJ
Ill
Chemical

Co.

Int.

be made aware that it is the
hunter who was largely
responsible for halting the
wholesale market slaughter of
game in the nineteenth century
and who asked to be taxed by
both state and federal governments so that wildlife
programs could be funded.
Explain to your boy that it is
no accident that there are
rabbits, squirrels or deer to
hunt, but that abundant game
careful
upon
depends
management and vigorous
enforcement of wildlife laws,
programs made possible by the
hunter.
Do these things and you will
instill your son with both a sense
of pride in the accomplishments
of the hunter and also a sense of
responsibility toward the game
he hunts. With this sense of
pride and of tradition he will
become an ethical hunter, one
who understands and follows
the precepts of sound wildlife
conservation.
But above all else, set an
example for your son by your

As3octated Press

Officer Maupin Still On D

rtilizer
753-1933

Located W. Railroad Avenue

Sportsmen:
Check the values in
our Sporting Goods Dept.
Fishing, Camping, and Hunting Equipment
Hunting & Fishing Lkenses

Several inquiries have been Mitchell stated the reason for
made as to whether or not the investigation was because
Conservation Officer Jerry "Situations such as this unMaupin has been dismissed or fortunate incident sometiny
suspended from duty in become badly distorted."
;
Calloway County. The inquiries Mitchell has also stated that
are in response to Officer the Department is considering
Maupin's official statement what action, if any, is
made in Commissioner Arnold warranted and that a decision
Mitchell's office on December would be made "in a few days".
10 and published in “Outdoor Should the Department hand
down disciplinary action
Lore" last week.
The Department of Fish & against Officers Maupin and
Wildlife Resources has stated Billy Travis, the men have the
they are making "a thorough right to appeal to the Kentucky
investigation" into the matter. Department of Personnel.

Mvrray, Ky.

Jerry's Restaurant
S. 12th St

753-3226

Eating Is A Family Affair
6:30-11:00 Sun. Hiru Thurs.
6:30-1:00 Fri. & Sat.

hunters take illegal advantage
of that fact, a spokesman for the
Department of Fish and
Wildlife said yesterday.
Last December (74), for
example, 72 persons were
arrested for "casting light with
a gun" - using light to help in
shooting deer, he said.
Kays said the maximum fine
for illegal deer hunting, $500, is
being applied more often now.
Arnold MitAiell, department
commission, said illegal
poaching "is the single most
serious threat" to Kentucky's
deer population, estimated at
75,000.
The wild turkey population in
Kentucky "has been virtually
wiped out compared to what
they were at one time," he said.
-

Four Wheeling

Tennis Department

753-1372

own actions and attitudes.
Teach him, both by instruction
and by example, to respect his
gun and to handle it safely at all
times. Conduct yourself in an
exemplary manner in the field
and he will follow in your
footsteps.
Giving a child a gun for
Christmas places responsibility
on the parent and on the child,
and both father and son should
be aware of these responsibilities. Yet a gun can be the
most meaningful gift a
youngster can receive, for it is
more than an object. That long,
gift-wrapped box under the tree
contains more than wood and
steel. It contains tradition,
pride, maturity and accomplishment. It can contain,
in fact, all you want your boy to
become.
This Christmas, the Department of Fish and Wildlife
Resources would like to say best
wishes and welcome to all of
you who will receive your first
gun. May you always use it
wisely and well.

Deer Poaching Up In Areas Of
Kentucky, Official Reports
Frankfort, Ky. — A deer
becomes an easy victim,when a
light is shined in its face at
night, and many Kentucky
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Sulcing Equal Tins Ou TV Ts Paw "Guns Of Autumn"

By Joie Whoa

Dennison-Hunt
Sporting Goods

the

An -Open Letter From The
Safari Club Intimational
FELLOW SPORTSMEN:
"because C.B.S. TV news
two
presented
network
prejudicial and distorted
doccumentaries entitled Guns
of Autumn and Echos of the
Guns of Autumn both of which
cast the sportsman-hunter in a
degrading, fallacious and
demeaning part, we have
demanded equal time from CBS
citing the FCC fairness doctrine
as reason.
If and when we are granted
this equal time(three hours) we
must be prepared to show
hunting as it really is and was
over the ages from the time that
man began to walk the earth up
to the present. We must depict
the best of the following
themes:
1. The cave man hunting and
killing for food.
2. The cave man using skins
for clothing, feathers for
Vecoration, horns for utensils
WrW antlers for weapons or
parts there of.
3. Indians, Africans, and
Eskimos killing for food and
using hides for shelter and
clothing.
4. The advent of the white
man in New Zealand, Australia,
America, and Africa and his
dependence upon game for food
and clothing.
5. Man's decimation of the
predators for the betterment of
his own animal husbandry. The
replacement of himself as a
predator to keep the game
population in balance ( New
Zealand and Australian failures
and success.
6 The population explosion
I effect on the wild game
an
by uepriving them of their
range now needed for raising of
food for the increasing world
population.
7. African game ranches and
American hunting preserves.
8. The use of taxes both direct
and indirect collected from the
hunter to buy land to propagate
wild animals. The use of this
same land for other purposes
besides hunting.
9. Man's impact on the wild
animal population by the use of

furs, feathers, horns, tusks,
for
skins
and
antlers
decoration, wearing apparel
afid medicine. (Beavers,
Egrets, Rhinos, Elephants,
Deer, Crocodiles, Leopards
etc.) what has been done to
correct imbalances we created.
10. The role of the present day
hunter in the ecology as a
maker,
law
predator,
propagator, etc.
and
Hunting
11.
marksmanship training and its
effect on the armed services of
the U.S. in wartime. •
We feel that you can add more
to the above bare outline of the
script. We want and welcome
your suggestions as to what
should be shown. You may have
or you may know someone who
has professional quality film
showing scenes that we can use
to tell our story. You may
remember films that you have
seen in the past from which we
can borrow pertinent pacsages.
Weleel that some of you have
the cointions to put us in
touch with'big name stars of
movie and TV who are sportsmen and proud of their
heritage of hunting and shooting
who will give of their time and
energy to this worthy cause, or
with a movie studio where this
true documentary can be taken,
edited and published to tell the
story as it should be told to the
uncommited public who are
being poisoned against us, the
sportsmen hunters. Some of you
might have connections with
manufacturing companies of
sporting goods who will be
willing to help us sponsor a film
of this magnitude. Let us hear
from you." Signed, Wm. Lee
Birch
The Safari Club International
would like to be designated as
the coordinator for the film,
repository for the funds and to
direct the modus operandi.

the resulting problems and
triumphs, makes for some good
By Hs,* Brooks, Jr
thinking.
Another of our objectives will
be to promote responsible and
mature behavior in the use of
the great outdoors. We pledge
As this column enters into its Drew a big thank you for some sometimes almost went out of that we shall remain deeply
second year on the pages of the timely advice and for staying - bounds, to the whole staff at the committed to the concept that
Murray Ledger and Times, we put on the occasions when the Ledger and Times a sincere America is big enough for all
would like to pause briefly and heat was on, to Walt Apperson a thank you for the valiant efforts people to enjoy and use,
thank a few folks for some help big round of thanks for patience to straighten out the incredibly • ovided that reasonable and
and forbearance when this poor typing etc., and to the prudent action is the rule rather
along the way.
To Butch Greer and Barry amateur journalistic endeavor reading public as a whole, a than the exception.
We will make more efforts to
great big thanks for the kind
words and comments which recognize the fact that the
reached us. To the members of average four wheel drive is
the local four wheeling -thing" used to complement ones work
a special thank you for allowing or recreation and is not
necessarily a means unto itself.
us to become a part of you.
As the new year commences The main reason that people
and most of us return to the buy four wheel drive rigs is
daily task of seeking out the because they use them.
We shall continue to oppose
remainder °Lour lives perhaps
it would be in order to think of a those actions which we feel to be
contrary to good sportsmanship
few goals for this new year.
Foremost in our list of targets and good citizenship. Likewise,
will be the continuing purpose of we may, on occasion wish to
presenting four wheeling to the praise those things and actions
general public in order that we which bring about a better
may become more aware of one world for all of us.
Along with seriousness we
another. Freely granting that
many of you will never become shall try to remember that
four wheelers, we believe that humor is also a constant
the spirit of the pioneers which companion and in many inScout... or pour
flows frequently in the daily stances we shall try to share
endeavors of four wheelers and ours with you.

If you feel hunting is a part of
your life and you want to protect
your right to hunt, action is
needed now! Should hunting be
stopped we have no one to
blame but ourselves! Positive
plans of action need to be taken

by each sportsman and as a
combined effort by organized
groups of sportsmen.
Why is there a need for you
and me to become actively
involved? Do you remember
how enraged you were when you
viewed "Guns of Autumn" and
its sequel "Echo of the Guns of
Autumn"? Just how enraged
were you? Figures made
available by CBS showed that
we were not really as enraged
as we thought we were of the
estimated 20 million American
hunters who could have written
to CBS and voiced their opinions
against the programs, only
12,000 hunters cared to respond MUCH LESS THAN ONEPERCENT!
What can we do to help now?
My suggestion would be to help
support ourselves and our sport
of hunting by sending a donation
of $1.00 or more to the Safari
Club International. Donations
received would help defer
expenses in obtaining "equal
time" and financing a film
giving the true story of hunting
and hunters.
All suggestions and donations
should be sent to: HUNTING
FILM FUND, Safari Club
International, 877 South
Alvernon Way,Tucson, Arizona
85711. It is requested that a copy
of all correspondence be sent
to: William Lee Birch,P.O. Box
5632, Cleveland, Ohio 44101. All
inquiries should be directed to
C. J. McElroy, Chairman of the
Board of Directors at the
Tucson address( phone -602-7957491) or to William Lee Birch,
Treasurer at the Cleveland
address(phone - 216-531-1971).
A film trailer will probably be
made recognizing groups and
individuals whose time and
services are donated sources of
usable film, individuals who
have helped by sending
donations of at least $100 and
groups who have made
donations of $500 or more.
Show your hunting buddy that
you really care about your
sport. Send your suggestions
and a donation and set the
example for him to follow. And
do it today!
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Four down... Rah, Rah, Blazer.
We look forward to a continued association with the sixty
six folks of the Twin Lakes Four
Whelers, c. along with the
many other fine folks in the
area who are active four
wheelers but not members of a

club.
We sincerely look forward to
the new year and wish you a
very fine one too, as we approach it together.

HAPPY

FOUR WHEELING.
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THE LAST DAY
There is always a last day of
everything. The last day of
Christmas shopping, the last
day to file your income tax and
the last day of bowhunting
season are just a few. The
significance of the last day of
anything is that there is that
last chance to do it before the
time limit is up.
Wednesday, the 31st of
December, was the final day of
bowhunting in the Land Between The Lakes. It was a
beautiful day to hunt, low, dark
clouds poured rain down on
everything, wind blew from the
four points of the compass and
the woods were filled with the
mist and quiet. Such a day offers the bowhunter a rare opportunity to move about without
having to worry about noise and
scent.
When it rains a bowhunter
can move through the woods
like a ghost. The fact is that
bowhunting in the rain doesn't
lend itself to sitting in a
treestand because rain and cold
take a toll of one's patience. It is
one thing to be able to sit long
hours or stand when it is dry.
Being wet n a treestand is a
hassle of the first order.
hassle of the first order.
On the last day we hunted on
the ground for five hours,
choosing to take a cross-country
route through some really good
deer country. We parked our
car on the Trace at the gas line
and headed east. The rain fell
moderately throughout the
hunt, but as long as we could
move the wet and cold were no
real problem.
The ridges on the north side of
the gas line provided the first
sight of deer. A Blue jay's call
penetrated the stillness and
several flags waved at us as
deer gave up their day-beds and
fled over the ridge-top 100 yards
ahead! The hunt was a success
from that moment on. There is

nothing in nature that quite
compares with the sight of
white-tails flying as deelnbound
away in their characteristic,zig
zag pattern.
We stopped to take a compass
reading for Crooked Creek
Bottom after traveling a mile
up the northside of the gas line.,
Our line would take us cross
country and bring us out where
the Jenny Ridge Road crosses
Crooked Creek at the first
bridge. We had seen several
large deer in this area during
the season and we might catch
one of them in bed! What a day
it was for "sllppin!"
The trails on the ridge sides
were our chosen route because
they allowed us to move as the
deer move and protected us
from being -sky-lined" on the
ridge tops.
Rain fell harder as we
traveled the familiar trails and
we found shelter, for a time,
under the friendly branches of a
large Cedar. Time for a snack, a
drink of water and a smoke.
Rain is supposed to wipe out
human sent but the first puff of
smoke brought action from a
thicket down the ridge from our
dry haven under the Cedar.
More beautiful white-tails! A
gray squirrel made his point
from an Oak close by and the
ever present Blue Jays spread
the alarm over the next ridge.
Moving again, we picked up
the stream that splits the
valley. Pine thickets offer the
deer protection and the
bowhunter a chance at an unsiiipecting, feeding or bedded,
deer.
In one field we spotted a small
herd of deer at the upper end.
We decided to hunt the downwind side while we moved in on
the herd which was about 200
yards down the field. The creek
was swollen with run-off but we
crossed, filling our boots with
water in the process. Who cares
about a litUe water when there

Center Station, Empire
Farm Closed
- Center Station and Empire
the
in
Farm, located
Turkey Hunts Set
Education
Environmental
At Land Between
Center at Land Between The
The Lakes
Lakes, are closed for the
holidays but will reopen
Turkey hunting dates have
February 15. Trail of These been set for the Tennessee and
Hills, closed for repairs due to Kentucky portions of TVA's
vandalism, will reopen March 1. Land Between The Lakes. The
following dates and regulations
North,South Information
lave been approved for the
Stations Closed
Kentucky sector of the public
outdoor recreation area.
The South Information
Turkey hunting will be perStation, located at the in- mitted in Trigg and Lyon
tersection of Blue Springs Road Counties in the northern sector
and The Race, will close ef- of Land Between The Lakes
fective December 28. The North April 15, 16, 17, 22, 23, 24, 29, 30,
Information Station, located six and May 1, 1976. Turkeys may
miles south of the canal in the be hunted from daylight until
northern portion of Land Bet- Noon (prevailing time). Turkey
ween The Lakes, will close gobblers with visible beards
December 30. Reopening dates may be takenin the Kentucky
portion except in closed areas
will be announced later.
designated by signs. Permits
for the hunt are required and
Small Game
may be obtained free of charge
Hunting Continues
at any of the information points
The small game season in in Land Between The Lakes
Land Between The Lakes will after March 1, 1976. Turkeys
continue through February 29. may be taken with shotguns,
Quail and fox hunting will be including muzzle loaders, not
permitted through February 29; larger than 12 gauge nor
however, rabbit hunting con- smaller than 20 gauge; only No.
cludes January 31. Raccoon and 2 shot or smaller is permitted.
opossum hunting will be per- Longbows and arrows are
mitted January 2, 3, 4, 9, 10, 11, permitted if arrows are bar16, 17, 18, 23, 24, 25, 30, and 31. bless with broadhead points at
Hunters may get small game least
inch wide. Rifles,
permits at the Golden Pond crossbows and sidearms are
Information Station, located at prohibited. Hunters are not
the intersection of The Trace required to check in, but must
and Gatehbuse Road just off U. check out daily by Noon. All
S. Highway 68.
turkeys taken must be checked
out And must be tagged with
Milan Man Seeks
area tags provided at the check
Wildlife Meat
station at no charge.
Turkey gobblers with visible
There is no greater joy during beards may be taken in the
the holidays than the gift of Tennessee portion of Land
giving. Robert Eugene Johnson, Between The Lakes north of the
Milan, Tennessee, is requesting Tharpe Road to the state line
of the general public donations except in closed areas as
of wildlife meat for his 6-year- designated by signs from
Old son. The child has been daylight until dark, April 18, 17,
diagnosed by Children's Clinic 23, and 24, 1976. Permits are
in Jackson as an allergy patient required and may be obtained
that requires a diet of vrtidttfe at the South Information Station
food. Other food substances or Piney Campground after
cause irritation and other March 1, 1976, or at the County
allergic reactions. Sportsmen Court Clerk's office in Dover.
wishing to donate their game All the above regulations in
such as wild deer, squirrel. and regard to the Kentucky hunts

are deer just ahead?
The banks were muddy and
we slipped and fell while
climbing out and the splash
alerted the small herd. Six pairs
of eyes greeted our entrance at
the edge of the field! Six more
flags were duely noted! What a
day!
Down the valley we went,
checking the fields ahead for
activity and slowly hunting the
Pines along the edges. After
another hour we reached the
now familiar Jenny Ridge Road
and turned back toward the
Trace.
Darkness was beginning to
come down as we traveled west.
The Grace Creek Bottom was
still with only the muted sound
of rain and wind for company.
A hawk flew slowly over the
bottom and we stopped to watch
him as he sought his dinner. We
heard the flapping of great
wings which could have been a
turkey flying up to roost.
The stillness was with us once
more as we made our way up to
the road. We thought about the
events of the season and a warm
feeling came over us. The rain
and mud were only a dim observation, the hunt was successful because we had seen
game but was game the only
consideration? Just being able
to walk five hours in the vast
wonder of nature, to be a part of
it, to be able to see.first-hand,
the wonder of it all!
The ridge road snaked before
us as we walked toward the
trace, alone with our thoughts
and knowing that it would soon
be over we held the last of the
magic close because it would
soon be taken,for a time,away.
Reality brought us back to the
world abruptly! Off to the left of
the road a "snort" sounded! We
had walked our way into the
midst of three white-tailed deer
feeding just off the road!
Immediately we were again
cast as the hunter! The deer had

also apply to the Tennessee
hunts. Additional information
will be released closer to the
hunting dates.
Waterfowl Census
Data Released
Waterfowl census data
compiled by the Division of
Forestry, Fisheries, and
Wildlife and recently released
show a fluctuation of geese and
ducks in the Land Between The
Lakes area. Data released
during November showed some
7500 ducks including Mallards,
Black Ducks, Gadwall, Baldpate, Wood Ducks, Ringnecks,
Scaup,and Coots. A total of 4683
ducks, predominatly Mallard,
Blackies, and Gadwall, were
counted in December.
Canada geese fluctuated from
a total of 1595 during the two
counts held in November to 595
in the December census. A few
Snow Geese were observed
during the early counts. Other
species observed during the
aerial counts included Great
Blue Herons, Kingfishers,
Killdeer, Sandpipers, Gulls, and
Goldeneyes.
The area surveyed included
Lyon, Trigg, Stewart, Marshall,
and Calloway Counties

noted our approach, but had
allowed us to close to 35 yards
before they sounded the alarm.
We could see the gray shapes
just ahead! Two deer bounded
across the road and into the
woods, the third deer, a doe,.
decided to wait us out!
We remained at the edge of__
the road while the ancient game
was played out. The doe looked
away only to snap back to look
at us again! When she turned
away again we drew an arrow
and prepared to shoot. The
arrow reached full-draw, the
deer was now broadside to us
and, in an instant, the arrow
was away! We had missed!
Twice more the doe stood and
allowed us to shoot! We
followed her to the edge of the
pines and she looked back long
enough for our last shot. Missed
again! Her flag waved the final
farewell and she was gone.
Reluctantly we resumed our
walk to the trace, ahead was the
car and a return to the complex
world that we had left behind
five hours before.
We walked down the Trace
with a light step as yet another
bowhunting season slowly
slipped away. A familiar pickup truck slowed down and there
was the friendly face of Webb
Caldwell, with its ever present
smile of good will, offering a
ride the last mile to the car. So
ended the 1975 bowhunting
season, riding in the back of
Webb's truck along with Terry
Gillihan's buck we though
ahead to next season, to more
good days in the field following
the trails of the white-tailed
deer.
The old Brooklynn Dodgers
had a saying that seemed to say
it all, "wait till next year!" We
will wait for next year, along
with
thousands of our
bowhunting brothers, to renew
the ancient ritual of the hunt.
luck
and
good
Good
bowhunting.

ION ONE —

Authorized dealer for CarrollPrecision & Allen Compound
Bows-Easton Arrows-Pro-Fletch Vanes-Bjorn Nocks- CheckIt Products and other archery
accessories for Target and
Hunting

Shop Here Foral
Vow Archery Needs

Whoa e mew annoceseerify destroys the beeptifiri weeks of
omen lw Is celled. versciel. When he unnecessarily destroys the
beautiful waits of God ite is celled•Sportsmen.
Did you seethe CBS TV Special 'Guns of Autumn '? This
t
90 minute documentary dealt with the 3ctivities of those witless
clowns, known as sportsmen, who annually rope our wildlife — just
for fun and games If you saw this program. you witnessed the extreme cruelty that con occurr when deer are hunted by men with
high powered rifles. Bow hunting is for worse and there is no sure
way of killing quickly with the bow and arrow. Wounded animals con
live for days — eventually being slowly killed by internal bleeding,
infection and/or gangrene.
9n the first two weekends in September, a bow and arrow corn•
petition is held at the Ravenna Arsenal, The 20 top scorers ore
guaranteed deer hunting during the season. Th• names of the
pui ticipoii ate los..41 into burrel and 405 names- withdrawn. So 425 persons become the lucky ones who will room the
reserve during the next two months and use the deer as living dart
boards. This hunt is carried out on U.S. Government property.
tRoisme
thembe
huntw
r, the land there and its wildlife belongs as much to you as
The deer who ore set upon by the 20 best marksmen are
presumably the fortunate ones and their chance of being killed
quickly should be much better than those who will be the victims of
the poorer shots. Remember. that a deer orrowed in non vital area,
such as its hind quarters may •scope but can not remove the arrow
and unless the animal can be located and killed, it is toridernend to a
slow,' agonising death. The Humane Society of the Un71,41 States, in a
Special Report on Hunting, points out that during a bow hunt of deer
fliprith• Chincoteague National Wildlife Refuge in. Virginia, 34 deer
were reported killed but 33 were reported wounded. Undoubtedly
there wore additional dein wounded but not reported by the hun•
Bow hunters use an ancient instrument to become modern tor.
tursirs of wildlife. There is no way that this detestable activity can be
classified as sport When the book of life is closed on those who
sanction it, may they receive o more merciful iudgement than thei
which they meted out to our defenseless wildlife.
Hunters use many euphemisms to disgwsisi their activities.
Slaughter becomes 'harvest of a natural resource, the ensuring of a
continued supply of victims becomes conservation the setting of
killing seasons and bog limits becomes wildlife management- and a
hunting preserve becomes a wildlife refuge Hunters claim that
they harvest the surplus animals and thereby mercifully spore them
on impending death from natural causes. This is so much nonsense.
Hunters ore not trained to recognize sick or week animals ond in fact
hove no idea of killing any but the very biggest ond best — their
trophys. Any good biologist will tell you that deer population control
can only be ochavisd by killing females yet most hunters seek the
buck for his maje:tic antlers
While hunters have developed a fancy 'vocabulary and confusing
arguments to defend their unpleasant activities -_Jhilwe Is •
rapidly wowing number of people who lust don't believe
them end think their population should be greatly reduced.
The harvest of hunters should start with the elimination of
those who engage in the cruelest practices — the bow men Join us
In this test program irt on ottorelst.to stop the bow hunt et the
flevemes Aroma end we will hews male the first step in
estehiltriting en Ohio hunter merteireatint program.
Write, phone or wire your protest tot Major General Bonnet
L. Lewis. Commander. U.S. Army Armament Command. Rock Island
Amami, Rock Island, Illinois 61201. Tel No. (309) 794.5111
IF YOU SUPPORT OUR PROGRAM TO PRESERVE WILDLIFE MAIN
NINO A CONTRIBUTION. THE HUNTER PAYS $10.50 FOR HIS PERMIT
TO KILL AND WOUND THE DEER PERHAPS YOU CAN NOT MATCH
THIS BLOOD MONEY BUT DO THE UST YOU CAN AND WE WILL
MAKE SURE THAT YOUR VOICE IS HEARD LOUD AND CLEAR
ThIROUOMOUT OHIO
P••••• MI hi the coupon end send with your donation tet
DRUM Internet lonel Fund for Anhwei Wolfer*,
lirien Davies, Director
R111001 West Oakland Rd., Cleveland,Ohio 44140

*High Performance Compounds
•Wiki Wiki Compound Quivers
•Easton Game Getter Arrows
*Fox Squirrel Stands
•PSE Hunting Stabilizers
3042 Lone Oak Rd.
Paducah, Ky.
*Wasp Broadhead*

Lindsey's Jewelers
Outdoorsmen:
We have a rugged watch that
will meet your needs. Come
in and see our line of
Seiko watches

Vernon's

C

hippewa

Fisherman's Special
Rey the anew Rea II Isar Rat sad rewire yew Me slake si $3.95 retell
Rsk
laies,Spair of selp se $5.9S teal

Olympic Plaza

driving in a field, and speeding,
to possession of marijuana,
hunting with a light, carrying a
dangerous weapon, and assault.
Disposition of the cases varied
from a $25 fine for driving ,in a
field to $300, 120 days suspended
sentence, and revocation of
Land Between The Lakes
visiting use for one year for the
combined offenses of DWI,
resisting order to stop a vehicle,
and hunting with a light.
Land Between The Lakes is
patroled on a continuing basis
Hr Is my contribution to bolo Ow ii•or
and visitors are encouraged to
NAME
assist Land Between The Lakes
ADORER
by reporting violations to the
CITY
STATS
ZIP
Patrol Headquartters at the
Golden Pond Information
Office, located just off U. S. This ad appeared in Ohio newspapers lest fall and serves as
Highway 68, telephone 502-924- dramatic proof of the anti-hunting attack on bowhunting in
5602.
the

Buckeye State.

Beers
Murray's
Qualified Bear Archery Service
Phu 153-511

WOW 9

WARD & ELKINS

"Guns"

Seventeen Cases Tried
In Federal Court
Seventeen cases involving
violations in Land Between The
Lakes were recently tried by U.
S. Magistrate Judge John
Dixon. The offenses ranged
THREE LIMITS OF GEESE — Robin Hornsby (left), Ricky Lowe (center) and Reed Homsby hold
from possession of a firearm in
the bagged over on the Mississippi River this week
a wildlife management area, up their limits of honkers

Wayne Darnell
Outboard Marine
*sbies
*Service
*Turie-up
*iv

91

*Parts

karat Ky.

New & Used
Browning Remington Winchester
Colt Smith & Wesson
We'll Trade For Any Gun
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I Funerals
Mrs. Lunen Crouse
Dies At Age 48;
Funeral On Friday

1

i

Services for Mrs. Lunell
Crouse, 48, of Benton were at
one p.m. Friday at Collier
Funeral Home, Benton. David
Hendrickson officiated and
burial followed in Marshall
County Memory Gardens.
Mrs. Crouse died at 7:10 a.m.
Wednesday at her residence,
523W. 12th St., Benton.
She was a member of Union
Hill Church of Christ.
Survivors are her mother,
Mrs. Sadie Glisson, Benton
Route One; tw J daughters, Mrs.
Melinda Burd, Benton Route
Three, and Mrs. Teresa Nelson,
Benton; two brothers, Max
Glisson, Benton Route One and
Paul Glisson, Detroit, Mich.; a
sister, Mrs. Mildred Cross,
Hardin Route One, and three
grandchildren.

Funeral Is Sunday
At Local Chapel
For Mr. Thompson
Funeral services for Jerry F.
Thompson of Murray Royite
Four will be held Sunday at two
p.m. at the chapel of the
Blalock-Colernan Funeral
Home with Bro. Bill Johnson
and Bro. Henry Hargis officiating.
Burial will be ip the Tucker
Cemetery at Kirksey. Friends
may call at the funeral home.
Mr. Thompson, age 33, died
Thursday at 3:45 a.m. at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital after suffering injuries
in a two car accident on Highway 94 West. His wife, Suzanne,
was also injured in the accident.
The deceased was a member
of the Puryear, Tenn., United
Methodist Church. He was
employed at the Murray
Division of the Tappan Company and was also self employed as a welder. Born August
38, 1942, in Henry County,
Tenn., he was the son of Mrs.
Myrle Vandyke Thompson, who
survives, and the late Atkins
Thompson.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
Suzanne Myers Thompson, one
daughter, Deena Thompson,
and one son, Jay Franklin
Thompson, all of Murray Route
Four; mother, Mrs. Myrle
Thompson,Puryear,Tenn.; one
sister, Mrs. Charles (Vanita)
Paschall, Puryear, Tenn.; two
brothers, Joe Thompson, Hazel,
and Van Thompson, Puryear,
Tenn.

Dr. & Mrs. Collie
At LaGuardia When
Bomb Exploded

Mr. and Mrs. T. C. Collie of
Murray returned home Friday
after being with their son, Dr.
Bill Collie and family, at
Dayton, Ohio, after Dr. and
Mrs. Collie had arrived safely
home after their- educational
seminar to Russia during the
holidays.
Dr. and Mrs. Collie were at
LaGuardia Airport, New York,
waiting for their flight home to
Dayton when the bomb explosion occurred at the airport.
The Collie couple was on the
second floor of the building and
heard the explosion.
Mrs. Collie said her son and
wife were not allowed to get
their luggage after the explosion and had to transfer to
Kennedy Airport to get a flight
home.The Collie couple said the
locker where their luggage was
placed was not damaged, but
airport officials would not let
them have it until the airport
was completely checked out.
Paige, daughter of Dr. and
Mrs. Collie, stayed with her
grandparents, Mr. and Mrs.
Collie of Murray and Mr. and
Mrs. Mason of Folmosdale,
while her parents were in
Russia.
Both Dr. and Mrs. Collie said
they were thankful to be home
safe and sound.

PA

FBI Officials Say Robberies
Of Banks Hitting Record Pace
WASHINGTON (AP) — FBI
officials say bank robberies are
occurring at a record pace
across the nation, partly
because of the sagging economy
and because banks are pretty
easy targets."
FBI statistics show 50 per
cent more bank robberies in
fiscal year 1975 than in the previous year. Officials say there
has been no sign of a significant decline since the fiscal
year ended June 30.
"If you're looking for water,
you go to the well. ff you're
looking for money, you go to
the bank," remarked Benjamin
H. Cooke, chief of the FBI's
criminal section.
unemployment
"Perhaps
causes people who would not
otherwise rob banks -to rob
banks to pay their bills," added
Clyde E. Whitson, chid of the
FBI bank robbery unit. Cooke
and Whitson discussed the recent increase in bank robberies
in an interview.
But while the number of bank
robberies is going up, the loot
Is getting smaller. Robbers carried off an average of $3,598 in
1974, compared with an average of 84,653 in 1973, according
to FBI statistics,
"When you get down to it,

Lexington Man 'Upset,' Wife
'Terrified' After Police Action

LEXINGTON, Ky.( AP) — A
Lexington man says he got
"upset" and his wife says she
was "terrified" when police
came to their home thinking
their son might have been involved in a kidnaping.
"It was quite a traumatic experience," said John W.
Shane, Jr.
"It was a terrible experience," his wife echoed. "It
was unreal how they barged in
our house. They terrified me,"
she said.
"They wouldn't let us say one
word," Mrs. Shouse said. "It
was frightening. They wouldn't
tell us anything."
Tuesday night, city police
and FBI agents came to the
Shouses' home to question their
son Mark, a high school junior.
They said he was a suspect in
the kidnaping of a supermarket
manager Monday.
Mark Shouse had driven his
auto through a neighborhood
where the kidnapers had asked
that a $75,000 ransom be
dropped, police said.
Three Kentucky men, Richard W. Kirsey, 24, of Lexington; Charles W. Fletcher, 22,
and Barry G. Cutlip, 19, both of
Mrs. Mary Jane Brausa died Radcliff, have since been arFriday at three p.m. at the rested on charges of kidnaping
Memorial Hospital, Waycross,
and armed robbery. And the
Ga.She was 88 years of age.
victim of the kidnaping, Gilbert
The deceased was the isife of
R. E. Brausa who died July 16,
1966. Her husband operated a
harness shop on North Fourth
Street, Murray, before his
death.
Mrs. Brausa is survived by
one son, Maurice Brausa,
Waycross, Ga., and five
grandchildren.
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Funeral services will be held
Personnel DepartKentucky's
Monday at two p.m. at the
cxupel of the Max Churchill ment says state employe rolls
Funeral Home. Burial will remainOd stable and the merit
follow in the Murray City system was strictly enforced
during fiscal 1974-75.
Cemetery.
The state increased its efforts
, Friends may call at the
funeral home after three p.m. to hire black and handicapped
persons during the period, the
Sunday.
department said in a report issued Friday.
It noted that the change from
one Democratic administration
to another—that of Wendell
Ford to that of Julian Carroll—
caused no upheaval among
Dr. David Roos will speak on state jobholders.
the subject, "When You Are
"Although the reins of state
Tested!" at the 10:45 a.m. government passed from one
services on Sunday, January 4, governor to another during this
at the First Christian Church. period, there have been no
Mrs. Margaret Porter will mass dismissals," it said.
direct the song servkce with "During fiscal 1974-75 only 60
Gary Galloway as organist.
merit system employes were
The worship leader will be dismissed for all causes...a reLyle Underwood, who will also duction of nine from the preserve with Bailey Gore as vious year."
elders. Jeff Cartwright will be
The report was written by
candlelighter with Henry former Personnel CommissionFulton, B. D. Hall, John Ford er Cattle Lou Miller, who was
' Hall, Coleman McKeel, Dan transferred to the governor's
McKeel, and Steve Shaw as. office recently and replaced
deacons.
with Addle Stokely.
Greeters will be Mrs. Ernest
Miss Miller wrote that one
Bailey, Mrs. Lessie Pickard, example of strict enforcement
and Mr. and Mrs. Fred Wells. of the merit system was an inMrs. Clyde Jones will serve as vestigation of alleged political
the official church visitor foe solicitations within the state
Education Department and the
the week of January 5.
The flowers on the com- censure of niunerous officials
munion table will be in memory and employes.
The report also said that of
of Mrs. Elm McClellan by her
the blacks who attain one of the
daughter, Mrs. Ken Kellar.
top five scores on the merit
The youth groups will not
register, a greater percentage
meet on Sunday.

Mrs. Brausa Dies
Friday.. At Hospital

bank robbers are some of the
poorest-paid people in the
world," Cooke said. "Twentyfive hundred dollars isn't much
for a 10-year prison sentence."
Bank robbery suspects "have
indicated they have a narcotics
problem or they need the money for any number of things —
they like to have a good time,
they need it to pay bills, they
want to buy gifts for a girlfriend or buy a new car," Whitson saki
The robbers themselves, he
continued, "will also tell you
that banks are pretty easy targets."
Many banks now are built in
suburbs') shopping centers with
easy access to superhighways,
providing the robbers with a
"quick getaway" from the area
and even out of the city, Whitson noted.
And many banks no longer
look like fortresses. Perhaps in
an effort to seem more inviting
to customers, banks have installed low counters at tellers'
windows and have few physical
barriers between the teller and
the customer, he noted.
With FBI encouragement,
bankers are taking more and
more security precautions such
as installing more sophisticated

Rainey, has been found unharmed.
The three have been ordered
held on $25,000 bond each and
Fletcher had an additional $2,500 bond on a charge of theft
by unlawful taking.
Shouse, secretary-treasurer
of a prominent optical firm,
said he was taking down his
Christmas tree when the doorbell rang.
"Two FBI agents and at least
four metro police officers were
at the door. There were several
other police officers in cars outside.
"The FBI agent showed me a
card and asked to come in. Befare I could answer they were
all inside my house. They came
in and took over.
"They started asking me all
kinds of questions about where
I had been and had I been driving a '65 Cheverolet. I told
them my son had," Shouse
said.
"I kept asking what was going on but they woudn't say,"
Shouse continued.
"My son, Mark, was in the
basement listening to music
and they told me to get him.
When Mark came up, the FBI.
agent and one of the police officers immediately started questioning him," Shouse said.
"I got kind of upset and said

he's not going to answer any
more questions until we know
what's going on. I said that
without a search warrant you
have no right to be in my
house," Shouse said.
"He told me politely to shut
up. He was asking the questions. Finally, they read my
son his rights after they had already questioned him 10 minutes," Shouse added.
Robert Pence, special agent
in charge of the FBI in Kentucky, said no search warrant
was obtained because the investigation was urgent.
"They had no search-warrant
because of the urgency of the
situation, which also precluded
them from giving details of
what they were investigating,"
Pence said."We were following
up immediate type leads as
they developed in a fast moving
major case. One of the leads
led us to a vehicle owned by
this gentleman."

Bro. John Dale To
Speak At Services
At Local Church

alarm systems and closed-circuit television cameras and hiring armed guards, said Cooke
and Whitson.
But bank robberies are increasing at a rate far higher
than the nation's general crime
rate.
The most recent FBI figures
show that the nation's over-all
crime rate was 11 per cent
higher in the first nine months
of 1975 than in the same period
a year earlier. The statistics
are based on the number of
murders, rapes, rqbberies, burglaries, assaults, larcenies and
vehicle thefts reported to local
police.
For the five-year period, 198974, robberies increased 48 per
cent while all crimes together
rose only 38 per cent. But during the same period, bank robberies increased 94 per cent.
Only the rate for robberies of
chain stores — up 184 per cent
— was higher.

UK Establishes
Cancer Councils
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
The University of Kentucky is
establishing nine district cancer
councils in health regions in
eastern Kentucky to provide
systematic analysis and treatment of cancer patients in the
area.
The councils hopefully will
provide public education on
cancer, location of areas where
particular forms of the disease
exist, develop a regional cancer
registry and help establish
guidelines for treatment, said
Dr. David M. Goldenberg, executive director of the network.
The National Cancer Institute
has peavided poo,000 to the university to finance the project.

ADVERTISING
KAMM
All display ads,
classified displays and
regular display, most be
submitted by 12 noon,
the
day
before
publication.
All reader classifieds
int be submitted by 4
p. m, the day before
publication:

Bro. John Dale will speak on
the subject; "State of The
Church," at both the 10:40 a.m.
and six p.m. services on Sunday, January 4, at the Seventh
and Poplar Church of Christ.
The scripture from Acts 15:4
will be read by James Thurmond at the morning services
with prayers to be led by Ken
Humphreys and Emmanuel
Manners.
Gary Lamb will read the
scripture from I Corinthians
15:58 at the evening service
with Gary Potts and Paul
Ragsdale to lead in prayers.
Jerry Bolls will direct the
song service and Ed Thomas
will make the announcements.

Loans
Available
operating capital, start
ups, expansions, etc.
$50,000 minimum. Call
David Parker, 502-7537797.

Crossword Puzzler

Presiding for The Lord's
Supper will be Mark Riley and
Johnny Miller. Billy Nix, Kent
McCuiston, Leemon Nix, and
Nelson Murdock will serve on
the extension department.
Serving the audience for The
Lord's Supper during January
will be Howell Clark, Freed
Gotham, William Grogan, Steve
Howard, Amos Hill, Paul Kelly,
Kerry Gillihan, and David
Jewell.
,
Counting the contribution for
the first quarter will be Earl
Steele, Bernice
Wilferd,
William Gargus, Clyde Steele,
Frank Hargis, Randy Wright,
Paul Kelly, Alan Jones, Leemon
Nix, Roy Harmon, Van Johnson, and William Grogan.
Nursery assistants for
January will be Celia Grogan,
Lonnie Rayburn, Jean Wilson,
Patsy Higgins, Hilda McKenzie,
Tara Byrd, Rita Carson,' and
Sue Miller. The Ladies Bible Class will
meet Tuesday,January 6.

ACROSS
1 Raises
6 Anon
11 Domestic
servant
12 Evades
14 Bone
15 Breach of
faith
17 Parent(col18 Possessive
20 elmmurl
imue
21 Old-French
coin
22Places
24 Prefix.
before
25 Classify
26 Inclinatbns
28 Distant
30 Game at
cards
31 Make lace
32 Selfassurance
35 Thin slice
38 Cleaning
substance
39 Simian
41 Courageous
ciThill
k
42fror
43 Unruly
children
45 Sink in middie
46 Teutonic
deity
47 Funny pietore
49 Compass
point
50'Reprove
52Forest
warden
54 Evaluated
55 Walk on
DOWN
1 Man's name
2Preposition -

3Suitable
4 Fruit cake
5 Slumbers
6Smaller
7 Century
plant
8 Large cask
9 Man's
nickname
10 Rumor
11 Damp
13 Cook in hot
fat
18 Swiss river
19 Pertaining to
the stars
21 Assuages
23 Look
Pryingly
25 Shatter
27 Portuguese
title
29 reek letter
32Showy

Answer to Friday's Puzzle
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3 mr.%4A
Dower
33 More insfigent
34Prohibited
35 Sharp reply
38 Wiped out
37 Pirate flair
40 Stroke

WstA
F.YJUT

43 Cook in oven
44 Float in air
47 Sever

48C

51 8:14g•
(ar.)
53 A late
(abbr.)
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1.(OLI WENT TO W000sTott'5
1 .05 PART'(, AND
NEW 4
Ceka: FIFTV-FOUR ROOT RERS?

FIFTY-FOUR
COOT BEERS?

'• DRANK ISN'T QUITE THE
WORD-114E1n ANOTHER
TERM THE'( USE...

OH'
(E5...

0406-A-L061

C—
CF

11
0

f-Ci4
III Mr 441kFLoop

LATER

HAS SOME
NERVE---HE'S
ALWAYS
CUTTING
ACROSS
MY LAWN

111111111111

JUST TAKING 4.
4
SHORT CUT OVER
TO ELM STREET

iii

Rainey was kidnaped late
Monday night when a man entered the store, asked for the
manager, said he had hit something in the store's parking lot
and the two left together.
Rainey did not return. About
a day later, police, acting on a
tip, found the store manager at
Georgetown.

JIM —

NOW LOOK AT \

GOOF-OFF!!ARE THOSE
ALL THE *600a LEAVES
YOU'VE RAKED?!

wpiAT )lOU DIP
TO MY NEAT
LITTLE PILE
r

1-3
trip

Kentucky Personnel Department
Says Employe Rolls Stay Stable

Dr. David Roos To
Speak Here Sunday

Classified

were hired than white applicants.
"Because the number of
black employes in the state
work force is still not consistent
with the population ratio, increased emphasis has been
placed on letting black citizens
know they are welcome," Miss
Miller said.
She said the minority recruiting and interviewing staff has
been increased from one to
three.
The report said the economic
crisis imposed a heavy administrative burden on the department.
It., processed 58,507 applications last fiscal year and interviewed 14,234 applicants contrasted with the previous year
of 37,705 applications and 9,907
Interviews.
The report said the department has to rearrange its office
space to cope with the sharp increase.
Miss Miller said her agency
made up merit examinations on

tape for blind applicants and
"explored other innovations designed to remove employment
barriers for the handicapped."
She said employes connected
with interviews and tests also
took a course on communicating with the deaf through
sign language.

SYL

a

Rev. Carpenter To Speak At Church
Services Sunday

"The Chosen People" will be
the subject of the sermon by
Rev. Mickey Carpenter at the
8:45 and 10:50 a.m. services on
Sunday, January 4, at the First
United Methodist Church. His
scripture will be from John
15:16-27.
Dr. Joe Prince will sing "The
23rd Aalm" at both services.
The Chancel Choir, directed by
Paul Shahan with Mrs. Richard
Farrell as organist, will sing
"The 100th Psalm."
Church School will be held
between the morning services.
LAKE DATA
The Senior High United
Kentucky Lake, 7 a.m. 3541,
Methodist Youth Fellowship
up 0.1.
will meet at six p.m. to go
Below dam 315.8, up 1.4.
Barkley Lake,7 a.m. 354.6, up skating at Benton, and the
Junior High U'MYF will meet at
0.2.
six p.m. to go bowling.
Below dam 322.5, up 0.6.
The United Methodist Women
Sunset 4:51.Sunrise 7:10.
will meet Tuesday, January 6,
at ten a.m. in Hale Chapel.
In 1776 North Carolina was Coffee will be served at 9:30
the first state to send delegates a.m. in the social hall, and the
to vote for independence at the Executive Board will meet at
Continental Congress
nine a.m.in the church parlor.
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2 Notice
NOTK1

lull.
Zs.
aming

Approximately 12.500 sg ft el
rental span available at 21w1
mod Poeta/ Streets Western
Deft Teton" Parting Corp.
Murray.Ky .Phone 734-1312

Lai, start
ins, etc.
on. Call
502-753-

38 Pets

Sale

FOUR PIECES CARPETING, ice cream
freezer, used very little.
Electrolux Vacuum
cleaner. Call 753-7710.

Supplies

THE POODLE SHOP.
Professional grooming,
all breeds, Pine Point
Estates. Phone 901-6428977.

Up To

If You
Need Them:
dey's Pun*

Fire
753-1441
Police
753-1821
Rescue
443-6952
Ambutance
753-9332
Hospital Emergency...
753-5131
Humane Society 7.53-4307
Comprehensive Care...
753-662
-Poison Cottrol 753-7588
Senior Citizens 753-0929
Need Line,..753-NEED
Learn to Read 753-2288

ook in over
oat on sir

eve(

rorss

Social Concerns
Committee and
The Ledger
& Times

0 .g.
state
ibor.
9

Another View

) A rf

January
Clearance

Ng'31E

S

10

7

HORNBUCKLE'S BARBER SHOP, 209 Walnut
Street. Also Watkins
Products. 753-9067.
YOUR NEED is our concern. NEEDLINE, 7536333.

•••
37

PHONE NNW
E011 TIN
LEDGER & NES
DEPARTMENTS
ARE AS fOttOWS

9

News, Societs! and
Sports
753-1918.
Retail Display advertising 753-1919
Classified
Display,
Classified, Circulation and the Business
Office
may
be
reached on 753-1916
and 753-1917.
.
990100,

4. In Memory

5000 Off
King's Den

IF CARPETS look dull and
drear, remove spots as
they appear with Blue
Lustre. Rent electric
shampooer. Big K, Bel
Air Shopping Center.

DOG KENNELS pre-built
and can be erected in 15
minutes. Si 16 x 7, and 5 x
14 x 6. For all your fencing
needs. Call 444-6865, A. A.
A.
Fence
Supply,
Paducah,Ky.

LIKE NEW 1967 edition, 18
volume set of Compton
Encyclopedias. Can 7534908.

ONE FEMALE Beagle, 5
years old. A-1 rabbit dog.
$50.00. Ed Bray, phone
753-7126. Route 3, Box 25.

5. lost And Found
LOST LARGE orange
striped Tabby cat with
brown leather collar.
Missing in Woods Hall. If
found call 753-5173.
Reward offered.
LOST BLACK COW. Lost
near Midway. Call 7532539.
6. Help Wanted

7
SPECIAL 36" CHAIN
LINK fence with 1% 0. D.
line post, 11i 0. D. top
rail, and tie wires. 79
cents per ft. Limited to
material in stock. For all
your fencing needs call
444-6865 A. A. A. Fence
Supply,Paducah, Ky.

AN OHIO OIL CO. offers
PLENTY OF MONEY
plus cash bonuses, fringe
benefits to mature individual in Murray area.
Regardless of experience,
airmail G. K. Read, FIVE HANDMADE quilt
tops not quilted. Old
Pres.,
American
design. Call after 4, 753Lubricants Co., Box 696,
0796.
Dayton,Ohio 45401.
GOOD HOME AND PAY in
light
exchange for
housework. Call 753-1634.
WANTED SOMEONE to
sell Watkins Products.
Call 753-5550.

OAK FIREWOOD for sale.
20" logs $14.00 a rick. 24"
logs $16.00 a rick. Will
special cut to your needs.
Call 436-2315, if no answer
call 753-4698.
16 Home Furnishings

WANTED: HOSTESS for GREEN FAIRFIELD
couch for formal living
homecare products party.
room, used once. Call 753Earn cash or gift. Call
7728, 1518 Cantebury
753-0034 between 6 and 7 p.
Drive.
m.
TEXAS OIL COMPANY
needs dependable person
M-F who can work
without supervision in
Murray.
Contact
customers. Age unimportant, but maturity is.
We train. Write T. L
Dick,Pres.,Southwestern
Petroleum,Ft. Worth, Ti.
E. O.E.

SMADE 44 -THE U.S.A. WHERE'S -NAT?"

OAK FIREWOOD. $10.00
per rick. 212.50 delivered.
Phone 753-4049 after 5 p.
m.

PIANO TUNING, repair
and rebuilding, prompt
service. Rebuilt pianos
for sale. Ben Dyer 7538911.
BALDWIN PIANOS and
organs. Rent to purchase
plan. Lonardo Piano
Company, across from
Post Office, Paris,
Tennessee. Also The
Antique Mall, 4th &
Sycamore, Murray,
Kentucky.
24. Miscellaneous
TWO STORY oak log barn.
Excellent condition. Call
753-0870.

'

SELLING OUT. I am
selling my entire kennel
of nice AKC registered
dogs. I have the following
breeders. Two beautiful
silver Pekingese show
32 Apartments For Rent
dogs with petegrees, 4
more beautiful pekingese,
NICE FURNISHED one
4
very
nice
toy
bedroom apartment. May
Pomeraimns, 3 toy
_be seen at Kelly's Pest
Poodles. Also have some
Control, 100 South 13th.
beautiful puppies. Phone
after 7 p. m. Murray, 753NICE ONE BEDROOM 4469.
apartment, carpeted,
electric heat, air con- 41 Public Sales
ditioned, reasonable.
Apply at 1414 Vine
MOVING SALE, all things
must go. Starts Monday.
VACANT NICE LARGE
Route 1, Box 175, Kirksey.
furnished apartment.
Call 489-2330.
Prefer couples. $79.00.
Call 7534333or 753-7671.
43. Real Estate
10' WIDE S bedroom, extra
big living room. Call 7539867 or 753-4171.

MURRAY.MANOR for rent
FOR SALE MAJESTIC
1 bedroom for persons
woodburning fireplaces.
over 62. Rent based on
Aluminum service co. income, must be under
Call 492-8647.
$4,100 per year. Rent
would be between $14.00$60.00 per month. Call 75327 Mobile Home Sales
8668.

TWIN BEDS, box springs
and mattress, drapes and
bedspreads to match.
Excellent condition,
$175.00. Also Maple 1971 TOWNHOUSE 12 x 71
rocker and frostless
furnished or unfurnished.
refrigerator. Call 435-4383
$4,500.
Furnished
after Sp. m.
Unfurnished $4,000. Call
354-6231.
17 Vacuum Cleaners

IN MEMORY of Henry
'ELECTROLUX SALES WE BUY USED mobile
Anderson, I want to exand service. Call Tony
homes. Top prices paid.
WANT SENIOR Citizen-for
press my heart felt thanks
Montgomery, 753-6760,
Saddle and Spur Trailer
light housekeeping and
to my relatives, friends
Sales, Paducah. Call 442,day or night.
child care. Must have own
and neighbors. Who stood
1918 or 443-8226.
transportation.
by me at this time, also
Possibility of living in. KIRBY VACUUM Sales
the nice food that was
and Service, 500 Maple 1972 12 x 70 TWO bedroom,
Call 753-7913.
prepared and brought in.
Street. New arid rebuilt
bath and half, carpeted.
Also nice ladies from the
vacuums. Call 753-0359. 24
Call 753-8045 after 6p. m.
7th and Poplar Church of MEN OR WOMEN to do
public relations work. Hour answering service.
Christ. May God bless you
Respected position adall and thanks to Bro.
NICE FOUR BEDROOM
vancement possibilities, 19. Farm Equipment
John Dale for his words of
fully carpeted, 12 x 60
old established firm. Must
comfort and for the
mobile home on 1 acre lot
be neat and at least 21 1105 M. F. TRACTOR, 380
beautiful service. Also the
near Coldwater, Ky. Call
bushog,
11
ft.
hours,
years
of age. Provide own
singers from the church,
435-4591.
chisel. 18' 520 disc.
transportation Unlimited
it was beautiful, God bless
$13,500. Two 1967 300 M.F.
income for right person.
you all. To the Max
combines, one with cab, 28 Heating & Cooling
Call 753-2654 for apChurchill Funeral Home
without. Two 222 corn
-one
pointment
for
interview.
for their kindness and
headers, one 13' grain FOR SALE 110 Volt 10,000
wonderful work, it was so
BTU air conditioner,
header. Both combines
nice. God bless you all. BABY SITTER, responPhone 753-9757
$50.00.
have rasp bar cylinders.
And to Dr. Charles Clark
sible person to take care
after 6 p. m.
High
both.
for
$7,000
for his years of service, I
of 2 and 3 year old
clearance 165 M. F.
know he did all that could
children. Three days a
diesel. Four 14" breaking 29. Mobile Home Rentals
be done. But my darling
week. Call 753-5663.
plows. $2,800. Call 489-2261
you are out of that awful
12 iø TRAILER on water
489-2110.
or
suffering and at home 8. Storage Buildings
front lot, 3 miles from
with Jesus and our many
New Concord. $60.00 a
cab
1967
FORD
tilt
TWO
for
less.
THE
best
BUY
gone
ones
who
have
loved
month, during winter
Portable
trucks.
diesel
Built
11
/
2
grain
Custom
before. Honey, I will meet
Call 436-2427.
months.
Buildings,
year old Omaha 16' beds,
Hicks
you in heaven where there
sides.
$4,500
metal
Road.
grain
Call
Cemetery
753will be no more good0984.
for both. No hoist. One
12 x 60 TWO BEDROOM
byes. That will be won1967 800 Ford Tilt cab, air
trailer, $125.00 per month,
derful. May God bless
brakes, 3 years old. 16'
plus $50.00 deposit. Water
each and everyone of you 13 For Sale Or Trade
Midwest bed, metal sides.
and garbage pickup
is my prayer. Wife Birdie
No hoist. $3200. Call 489furnished. 413 Sycamore.
Anderson.
TRADE: ELECTRIC lead
2110 or 489-2261.
Couple or two boys.
guitar, no amp, trade for
3. Card Of Thanks
good accoustic model.
Call 436-2579.
NEW AND used John
WE WOULD LIKE to thank
TWO
BEDROOM
Deere planters, Alliseveryone in the Murray
TRAILER, central heat,
hard land
Chalmers
Buy
To
Want
.
1
4
and Dexter area who have
4% miles out 121 South.
planter. Vinson Tractor
helped in so many ways, DOG
Phone 753-7948.
HOUSE. Call 753-7495
Company,753-4892.
when we lost all of our after
5:00.
belongings in the fire that
FOR SALES'Tufline wheel 12 x 50 TWO BEDROOM
completely destroyed our
15 Articles For Sale
and 12 x 60 three bedroom
disc in excellent conmobile home last Friday
all
electric mobile homes.
753-2913.
Call
dition.
night. Special thanks to
SIDING,
ALCOA
Very recent models. Fully
Palistine
members
of
the
Aluminum Service Co
furnished. Call 767-4055
20 Sports Equipment
Methodist Church and to
Call 492-8647.
after 6 p. m. or 753-8835
the Ledbetter Baptist
anytime.
REMINGTON MODEL
. May God bless
11110 shotgun, 3" magnum
each and everyone. Mr. ONE KING size bed and
MOBILE HOMES and
with extra 23" modified
and Mrs. Steve Lyons and
bedsprings. Call 753-8695
spaces. Fox Meadows and
barrel. Call after 5, 753son.
after 6 p.m.
Coach Estates. Families
2316.
only. South 16th Street.
Call 7534865.
1975 DELTA PRO BASS
boat. 35 Mercury Locator,
FOR SALE
31 Want To Rent
trolling motor, power
1951 Central, Quadruple 750 G.P.M. Muck. Orginal
trim. Call 753-3932 or 753FAMILY OF THREE
Lights, Siren and other miscellaneous equipment.
3226 after 4.
would like to rent 3
Sealed bids will be received until bid opening by
bedroom beuse-or mobile
Mayor, Fire Safety Committee and Chief. InNORTHWESTERN GOLF
home. Rent for apterested parties may obtain full particulars and picClubs, one complete set
proximately $60.00
ture by contacting Jackie Cooper, Chief Murray
and bag. Graphit Driver.
month. Also interested in
Fire Department, City Hall Building, Murray. Ky.
GR 70x 14 radial, 4 wheel
43071. Phone 753-1618 Area Code 502
with
grain bed farm trailer. 2 sharecropping
someone with tobacco
bicycles 28" - 10 speed.
base. Call 753-1892
C1111 437-4570 or 437-4713

I

29 Mobile Home Rentals

REGISTERED GERMAN
Shephard puppies. 4
females. Call 753-0476.

46 Homes For Sale

31E,
4

Used Los & 1 Fuchs

BY OWNER, large 3
1973 HORNET SPORbedroom brick home at
TABOUT, 6 cylinder,
1302 Kirkwood. Two
power steering, air,
baths, family room with
woodgrain side. One
fireplace, utility room,
owner. Call 753-9349.
central heat and air, Scar
carport, 10 x 60 patio with 50. Campers
gas grill. Also brick utility
building with 2 car car- CAMP-A-RAMA Sales,
port. Call 753-0846, for Coachman, Trail Star,
appointment.
Fold down, unique, Good
used trailers, % mile east
THREE BEDROOM brick of 68 and 641 intersection.
house, large corner lot, Draffenville, Ky. Phone
carport, new gutters, all 527-7807.
outside
woodwork
covered with aluminum. 51 Services Otfered
Located Highway 121 and
1836 in Coldwater. Call
WILL DO SEWING for
489-2145.
public. Call 7534304 after
NEW HOUSE,4 bedroom,3 4 p. m.
baths, extra nice. For
more information, can ROY HARMON'S CAR753-3903.
-P-EN T E R
HOP;
Professionals. Building,
41 Motor( ycif s
remodeling, repairing,
Call 753-4124, South 4th
A REAL GARAGE SALE!!
Street. Across from HiMotorcycle factory
Burger.
repair, cleaning out
garage. Motocrosser- MOBILE HOMES unHonda Elsinore CR125.
derpinned. Your choice of
Like new. Run 4 races.
color and materials. Call
$595. Street-trail Honda
753-1873 after 5 p. m. or
SL350, 2 cylinder, 660
weekends.
actual miles. $695. Road
bike-Honda CB350F 4
HUTCHENS'
cylinder, 2,000 miles. 2805. JOHN
Plumbing
and Electric.
Hot Mini-Honda XR75, hot
No jobs too small. Call
cam, pipe, etc. $395, or
436-5642 early morning or
will sell stock, $350.
late afternoon.
Yamaha 60CC MiniEnduro, $190. Basket
Case-Honda SL350. Plenty LAKELAND CONSTRUCTION. Backhoe
parts, $CHEAP. Call 753work in vacinity of 121
9511.
South and 94 South to New
Concord. Gravel, white
1971 CB350 HONDA. Must
rock and top soil
go.$400.00. Call 753-9785.
delivered anywhere. Call
436-2505, open 7
Ross,
1975 YAMAHA, 125 MX.
days a week.
Call 436-5335 after 5:00 p.
m.
PLUMBING OR ELEC1973 YAMAHA MX 260,
TRIC, odd jobs we like.
excellent running conAll work guaranteed to
dition. Call 753-9168 or 436please. Call James
5370.
Burkeen. 474-2257.

51 Services Offered
ELECTRICAL WIRING
home and industrial, air
conditioning,
and
refrigeration, plumbing
and heating. Call 474-8841
or 753-7203.
KIRBY CARPET CAREcleans rugs of all kinds. In
business, homes, and
institution, Rugs come
clean by steam cleaning.
Free estimates. 24 hour
answering service, 500
Maple. 753-0359.
CARPET CLEANING,
experienced, very
reasonable
rates,
references,
free
estimates. Quick drying.
Call 753-5827 or 753-9618.
GUTTERING_ EY Sears,
Sears seamless gutters
installed
per
your
specifications. Call Larry
Lyles at 753-2310 for free
estimates.
JOHN
HUTCHENS'
Plumbing and Electric.
No jobs too small. Call
436-5642 early morning or
late afternoon.
HAVING TROUBLE
getting those small
plumbing jobs done?
Then call 753-6614.
CONTACT SHOLAR
Brothers for all your
bulldozing, backhoe work,
or trucking needs. Phone
Aurora, 354-8138 or 3548161 after 7 p. m.
WET BASEMENT? We
make wet basements dry,
work
completely
guaranteed. Call or wriie
Morgan Construction Co.
Route 2, Box 490A,
Paducah, Ky. 42001.
Phone day or night 4427026.

START THE New Year
with some land of your
own near Kentucky Lake.
We have some very
choice five acre tracts on
a black top road (Kirby
Jennings Trail) near
Hamlin, Ky. These can be
purchased with a low
LICENSED
ELECMURRAY
MANOR
down payment. John C. 49
TRICIAN - Prompt efUsed Cars & Trucks
Apartments, one or two
AWNING,
CARPORTS,
Neubauer Real Estate 505
ficient service. No job too
bedroom, unfurnished,
patio covers and enMain Street, Murray, Ky.
small. Call Ernest White.
except
stove
GREATER ROCKFORD closures. Aluminum
and
753-0101-7531 or 753-7116.
refrigeratorj water bill
AUTO AUCTION, 1500 Service Co. Call 490-8647. 753-0606.
paid. Central heat and air
Cars every month for
53 Feed And Seed
auction. New modern WILL
conditioning Call 753- THE QUALIFIED perDO
sonnel
at
Guy
Spann
facilities.
8668.
Every WedHOUSECLEANING and GOOD LESPEDEZA hay.
Realty are waiting to talk
nesday at 1:0% p. m.
window washing. Call 753to
you
regarding
your
real
Call 474-2302.
sharp. Easy to get to. One
NICE TWO BEDROOM
1979.
estate needs. Our time is
hour from Chicago and
unfurnished duplex.
your time. Give us a call
next to expressway and ELECTRICIAN available. )4 Pee Column
Available immediately.
or
drop by-the office at 901
RoCkford Airport. Fly in
$160.00 month. Prefer
Reasonable rates. All
Sycamore Street, 753or drive in.. Come to
married couple. Call 753work guaranteed. Call PART COLLIE puppies for
7724.
Christmas. Call 753-6343.
Greater Rockford for
3493.
753-7488.
friendly treatment and
ALMO
HEIGHTS
NEAR
fair honest dealing. Open
FURNISHED APARTwithin view of Highway
6 days. Jim Clark or
MENT. One or two
641. Estate of Alfred
Sherry Rayn 815-968-6262.
bedrooms. Zimmerman
Keys.Phone 753-6162.
This is a dealers auction.
Apartments, South 16th
Street. 753-6609.
ROBERTS REALTY 1966 FORD 2 ton truck with
15' grain bed and twin
located on South 12th at
hoist. Good condition. Call
Sycamore has five
753-5612.
licensed and bonded sales
If ou plan on (limn; any of these anti
personnel to serve you
plus twenty years ex- 1960 WILLY'S JEEP C.J3-A a bathroom is involved, you need to
mechanically in good SCI' .
clusive real estate excondition; also, 14' John
perience. Call 753-1651 or
Nice, furnished
Boat, 9% h. p. Johnson
came by our office. We
apartments to acmotor and trailer, in
like to talk REAL
commodate 2, 3, 4
excellent condition. Call
ESTATE.
or 5 college girls.
489-2553 after 6:30 p.m.
Close to campus. 16% ACRES OF flat tillable
Also small 3
land on. Highway 1828 1970 T-BIRD, full power
( Midway Road). Call 753bedroom furnished
and air. AM stereo and
7166.
tape. New radials. Call
house.
753-8161.
HIGHWAY 484 NEAT 4
CAI 753-5865 days or
bedroorn stucco home 1971 FORD PICKUP. 1971
753-5108 after 6:00
with electric heat, some
Chevy pickup. Call 474Sun*.
end on
carpeting, single carport, 2337.
patio with lovely view, on
34 acre lot. $19,500. Boyd1969 VOLKSWAGON
34 Houses F
Majors Real Estate, 105
The property assessment books
square back. 1968 Pontiac
N. 12th.,753-8000.
Le Mans, $550.00 each.
are open for listing property for
FURNISHED
TWO
Call 489-2595.
bedroom house for rent.
county and state taxes for the 1976
Prefer married couple, AN EXTRA NICE mobile
tax year.
would accept 1 small
home and other buildings 19611 CHEVY VAN, 6
cylinder, automatic, 1975
child, no pets. Deposit
at Cypress Springs Resort
VW Serico. Call 753-0963.
required. Call Mell
located on a beautiful 5
Real estate, tangible and inEvans, after 4 p. m., 753wooded lot. Home has 2 or
properties are the taxible
tangible
8192.
3 bedrooms, central heat 1969 FORD GALAXIE XL
and air, sundeck, fur62,000, automatic with air
properties that are to be reported.
FARM HOUSE AT city
nished throughout,all just
and power, new exhaust.
Tangible properties include inlimits. Responsible
like new, check out this
$750. Call 753-4616.
person. References. Call
property.
ventory, equipment, stored grain,
excellent
492-8452.
Moffitt Realty Co., 206 1966 WHITE Volkswagon,
mobile homes, aircraft,
vehicles,
South 12th,753-3597.
one car owner. Has 33,000
and watercraft.
actual miles. $1,000. See
36. For Rent Jr lease
at
804
Broad
Ext.
WE HAVE CLIENTS
Intangible properties include acBEAUTY SHOP OR booth
wanting (1) property with
for rent in Riviera Cts.
central heat and air in 1969 FIRFJIIRD silver with
receivables,
notes
counts
Call 753-07-,-.or 753-8116.
Robertson
School black vinyl top, meg
receivables, stocks and bonds in
wheels and tape player.
district; (2) 40 acres with
old house-cash deal. Call $850. Call 435-4383.
out-of-state corporations, and
NEW CARS, day, week,
now Wilson Real Estate,
month to tinalify drivers.
moeny in out-of-state banking in753-3263. Or come by 202 111/5 CUTLES8 SUPREME
Taylor Motors, 4th and
stitutions.
South
4th,
across
from
Call
753-1372.
Poplar.
10,000 miles. Call 437-4526.
Post office.
1968 BUICK 4 door, 1968
37 livestock
46 Homes For Sale
Pontiac Catalina, 2 door
Chades E. Hale _
FOR SALE CORN fed beef
haVabrip;`,15dr Pontiac
Calloway County
approximately 700 11:s POOR FARM ROAD aid
Grand Prix, 2 door har16th Street Extended.
Approximately January
dtop. 1967 Olds Cutless.
Property
Valuation Adm.
2,000 Square feet. Priced
All extra good. Call 4367th, slaughtered in
to sell. Phone 753-7370.
Mayfield Call 437-4732.
2427.

REMODELING?
REDECORATING?
REPAIRING?

For
Rent

Thornton Tile
and Marble
NOTICE
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Vietnam, Assassination Attempts And Patty
Head World And National News During 1975
By JOHN BARBOUR
AP Newsfeatures Writer
The top news stories of 1975
reflect what appears to be a
nation, still stung by unbelievable daily events, trying to deal
with the debris and delusions of
a decade.
The top story of 1975 was the
fall of Vietnam and Cambodia
— so voted by the editors and
news directors of Associated
Press member newspapers, radio and TV stations.
Second was the assassination
attempts on President Ford by
two women, leftovers from the
fringes of the radical '60s. That
was closely followed by the
capture of Patty Hearst.
,
Fourth was the fiscal crisis of
New York City, nearly tied by
(5) inflation,. recession and.the
economy.
The others In the top tie
were: (6) the Mayaguez incident;(7) the Watergate aftermath; (8) the questionable CIA
activities; (9) Ford's new aides
and Rockefeller's decision to
drop out as a vice presidential
nominee; (10) the disappearance of Jimmy Hoffa.
The events that peaked in the
top stories of the year had begun long before — a war finally
over; the radicalism and youth
culture of the '60s playing out a
strange, almost pathetic ending; the plight of cities overreaching their revenues to pay
for goals fashioned in a wealthier time; the adjustment of
the nation to new economic imperatives; the rearrangement
of government caught between
Watergate and an election
y CAL .
The year, as the editors saw
it, appeared to be one of reassessment and turning inward.
Aside from U.S.-involved stories — the war, the Mayaguez,
CIA activities — there were no
major foreign stories in the top
ten, not the Sinai Pact, nor
Franco and Spain, Portugal,
Gandhi, Northern Ireland, the
Suez Canal opening, the Faisal
assassination, the Helsinki summit, although all were on the
ballot.
By a wide margin, the top
story was the end of the war.
1. For the 30 years since the
Japanese surrendered in 1945
Indochina had been locked in
war. Government' rose and
fell. Religious refugees fled to
safety, and religious dissidents
burned themselves to death in
protests.
Ceasefires evaporated. Millions died. A French presence
was frustrated and diminished.
An American presence took its
place and shared its fate.
Now the stage was set. The
last American troops and the
last American POWs were
home. The last ceasefire h&
withered away. The last agreement was dead.
By New Year's Day, 1975,
there was light at the end of
the tunnel — but only for the
Khmer Rouge of Cambodia, the
Vietcong of South Vietnam, and
the North Vietnamese.
Like silent dominoes on a felt_
pad, provinces fell one by one.
First Phuoc Binh 40 miles
northeast of Saigon, hardly a
shot fired. Then Ban Me Thuot,
capital of Dar Lac Province in
the Central Highlands.
President Nguyen Van Thieu
decided to abandon the central
highlands and to defend the
coastal enclaves and Saigon.
And more orovinces fell with-

on the life of President Ford. In
each case the suspect was a
young woman with roots in the
dissidence of the 1960s. Each
case had bizarre elements.
On Sept. 5, a Friday, in Sacramento, Calif., the President
was walking with secret service
agents from the Senator Hotel
to the state capitol. A crowd
lined the way. He saw hands
extended toward him. Suddenly
in one hand he saw a gun.
Secret Service agent Larry
Buendorf saw it -too, and
grabbed the wrist and arm,
twisting the gun loose. He
forced the would-be assailant to
the ground. It was a young
woman in a long red dress.
Her name was Lynette Alice
Fromme, 26, of Sacramento, a
red-haired,freckled daughter of
a well-to-do Southern California
family, a college dropout better
known as a member of the infamous Charles Manson Family. Manson had called her
"Squeaky."
In November she became the
first person convicted under a
1965 law specifically aimed at
those who attempt the lives of
Presidents.

AFTERMATH—Lynette Alice Fromme is taken
into custody in Sacramento, Calif. In November she
became the first person convicted under a 1965 law
specifically aimed at those who attempt the life of a
President.
out a shot fired. Thieu was in
isolation in the Independence
Palace.
Down went Hue, the ancient
Imperial capital. Down went
Danang, the second largest military base. Two thirds of South
Vietnam fell in just three
weeks, and it was early April.
South Vietnam drew the line
at Xuan Loc, a little provincial
capital 35 miles east of Saigon.
It put in place part of its 18th
division and crack paratroops,
pledged to stand and die. They
did, and they inflicted the only
major casualties of the entire
offensive.
The Communists were in no
hurry. They moved into place.
The signal was clear: Surrender or face a massive and deva st a t in g attack. President
Thieu resigned and others took
over the job of negotiating. In
the last week in April, the last
5,000 Americans were airlifted
out, leaving a land where 55,000
Americans had died in 13 years
from 1961 to 1973.
On April 30, Saigon fell.
in Cambodia, the final offensive began on New Year's Day
1975.
Already 80 per cent of the
countryside was in Khmer
iiouge hands, while 60 per cent
of the people had fled to Royernment-held but shrinking territory. Before it was over, the
capital of Phnom Penh, once a
city of 500,000, was choking
with two million refugees.
The city was cut off by road
and river, sustained only by a
U.S. airlift of supplies. The
noose tightened with up to 30,000 Communist troops ringing
the city. They moved slowly,
deliberately. Some 70 rockets a
day burst in the city's streets,
meant to terrorize the civilian
population, which held out in
hope of U.S. help to the end.
But on April 1, tears in his

LAST CHANCE—South Vietnamese
civilians and soldiers brave the
windy storm of whirling helicopter
rotor blades to climb aboard a rescue
craft in a threatened area near Tuy

eyes, Premier Lon Nol left
Cambodia, just escaping artillery shells zinging into the airport. On April 11, U.S. Marines
and helicopters Clew into the
capital in "Operation Eagle
Pull," to remove the last Americans.
On April 17, the Khmer
Rouge entered the city.
2. Americans seemed to want
to turn away from Indochina
and the other traumas of past
years. Events would not allow
it.
Twice in 18 days of September 1975, there were attempts

After the attempt President
Ford said the event would not
dissuade him from seeing the
American people face-to-face.
On Sept. 22, a Monday, in San
Francisco, the President was
coming out of the St. Francis
Hotel. A man in the crowd, an
ex-Marine named Oliver Sipple,
had waited three hours for a
glimpse of Ford.
As he started to clap for the
President he saw a chromeplated gun in the hand of a
woman near him. He shouted
"gun" and gabbed her forcing
it downward. The gun went off,
the bullet missing the President.
The woman was Mrs. Sara
Jane Moore, a 45-year-old divorcee who called herself "Sally." She was so many things —
a sometimes informer to law
enforcement officers, the mother of a 9-year-old son, once a
suburban matron with a country club membership, and a
sometimes advocate of radical

Volume

charged, willfully rob a bank?
The answers await her trial.
4. It sounded like the story of
Chicken Little. But this Wife it
was New York crying out that
the sky was falling.
The city, deeply in debt, cutting its employment ranks,
faced default. It would simply
not be able to pay its bills and,
further, would not be able to
pay its debts when they came
due.
In the long maneuvering,
there were bitter words, and
bitter economies. New taxes
were passed, and finally — despite his early refusal — President Ford offered $2.3 billion in
federal loans, which with budget cuts and new revenue should
enable the city to survive its
crisis.
The President said in May:
We must stop promising more
and more services without
knowing how we will cover
their costs."
In November, explaining his
earlier stand as he announced
the new loans, he said: "If we
had shown any give, I think
they wouldn't have roade the
hard decision that they made in
the last week or so."
The city, with help from the
state and other interested parties, he said, "have bailed
themselves out."
At year's end, New York's
plight seemed to presage the
plight of other American municipalities.
5. The nation itself was trying
to shake off the combined effects of inflation and recession.
str
Thoengsto
rck
ecovmea
ryrkeitn showed
ed
after
a
wallowing in the depths. The
nation reduced its oil imports
and by October had registered
its ninth monthly trade surplus
in a row. But there were still
millions out of work. Inflation,
though slowed, continued.
Farm prices were falling.
Farm costa Were not. Fuel
costs still rose. There have
been signs of recovery in the
U.S. government's various indicators, but those signs have
shown some wavering.
The country was making
some large adjustmen's, not
the least of these Detroit's new
emphasis on super-small cars
and gas economy. The assembly lines were rolling again as
the United States moved with
caution toward its 200th anniversary and an election year.
6. Have been fired upon and
boarded by Cambodian armed
forces at 9 degrees 46 minutes
north, 102 degrees 53 minutes
east. Ship being towed to unknown Cambodian port."
That message from the
unarmed U.S. freighter Mayaguez kicked off a three-day
rescue that saw Marines land
on a Cambodian island and
U.S. bombers strike at Cambodian air and naval bases to
cover their landing.
It was a strange coda to the
recently ended Indochina war.
The 39-member crew and their
ship were recovered — at the
cost of 38 servicemen killed,
three missing and 50 wounded.
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SAFE IN SINGAPORE—The 10,500ton containership SS Mayaguez
proceeds into Singapore's Sembawang port May 17, after three
dramatic days. American armed

forces freed the Mayaguez from her
Cambodian captors but the price was
high: 38 servicemen dead, three
missing and 50 wounded.

The Top 10 Stories of the
Year selections are determined
by ballots returned by editors
of Associated Press member
newspapers and radio and TV
stations. Editors annually are
asked to vote for the news
stories of greatest impact, import and use during the year.
Selections do not necessarily
indicate support for policies
carried out in stories chosen.
They merely indicate the year's
top news stories.
The Ford Administration
came out early saying the
United States had reaffirmed
freedom of the seas. Seven
Cambodian gunboats were destroyed and most of the little
air force was left unflyable.
But a study of the operation
revealed a delay in getting
word to the President, inconsistent reports on casualties
and confusion over Cambodian
intentions which the Pentagon
blamed on "the fog of war."
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President Ford, with the notion of putting "my guys" in
and getting some discordant
voices out, reshuffled his cabinet in November.

CIA—
AND
COLBY
William Colby as its
director faces storm of
about
the
questions
Intelligence
Central
7. Watergate echoed into 1975. Agency while Congress
In February, Judge John J. investigates its actions.
Sirica sentenced H.R. Haldeman, John Ehrlichman and
8. The Central Intelligence
John Mitchell, three key WaterAgency came under the scrutigate figures and three of the
of the Congress and the
most powerful men in the Nix- ny
Rockefeller Commission in
on Administration, to terms of
and Americans were givtwo and a half to eight years in 1975,
rare peek behind the cloak
en
a
prison. Robert C. Mardian, a
former assistant attorney gen- that hides the dagger.
But the inquiries left many
eral, received ten months to
questions unanswered,especialthree years. All are appealing.
ly about the future course of
In March, Judge Sirica sen- U.S. intelligence. Just how far
tenced Frederick LaRue to six should a democratic society let
months for his admitted role in its spies go?
the cover-up. The same month,
Nixon fund raiser and former
9. It all happened so fast,
commerce secretary Maurice
Stuns was fined $5,000 for cam- Washington was left gasping.
paign law violations.

Out went Defense Secretary
James Schlesinger with White
House chief of staff Donald
Riunsfeld nominated for the
job. Out went CIA chief William Colby with George Bush,
head of the U.S. liaison office
in Peking, named to take his
place. Elliot Richardson, who
has been everything from Attorney General to Health, Education and Welfare Secretary,
was called back from his post
as ambassador to Great Britain
to be the next Secretary of
Commerce.
On top of it all, Vice President Nelson Rockefeller took
himself out of the running for
vice president in 1976, perhaps
with an eye toward the presidency himself.
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10. And finally, the man who
never drove a truck, yet rose to
head the Teamster's Union and
build it into the nation's largest, disappeared mysteriously
on Wednesday, July 30, a case
rampant with Mafia overtones.
Jimmy Hoffa's vanishing was
rumored to be tied to his bid to
reenter union affairs and battle
for Teamster leadership. Hoffa,
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convicted in 1964 of mail trau...
and jury tampering, was
banned from union activities
until 1980 as a term of clemency granted by President Nixon
in 1971. Hoffa was 62 and fighting the union ban in the courts
when he disappeared.

And in October the Watergate
Special Prosecution Force issued its final report calling for
the barring of various campaign workers from high federal posts, and other potential political abuses of presidential
power bared by the Watergate
scandal.

LEAVES JAIL—Patty Hearst, shackled and giving
the clenched fist salute, leaves San Mateo County
Jail at Redwood City, Calif., en route to San
Francisco for bail hearing.

Hos. Thousands of refugees left the
highlands region following a
government decision not to defend
the area against North Vietnamese
forces.

causes who had worked on the
Hearst-kidnap food giveaway
demanded by the Syrnbionese
Liberation Army.
She was charged with attempting the life of the President.
3. The 19-month saga of newspaper-heiress Patty Hearst was
full of dismaying questions.
It began with the apparent
kidnap of the half-naked
screaming girl from her apart-ment. It was punctuated with
threatening tape recordings
from the Symbionese Liberation Army, a massive food
giveaway demanded by the
SLA and paid for by Patty's father, Randolph A. Hearst.
And then — a picture of Patty holding a gun during a bank
robbery, word that she had
changed her name to "Tania"
and joined her abductors, a
shootout with police in Los An
geles that left most of the SLA
leaders dead but Patty still
large.
Finally on Sept. 18, 1975,
Patsy
Hearst and her remaining
comrades were arrested. Thin,
her hair dyed red, her hands
cuffed, she laughed and smiled.
Now, perhaps the questions
would be answered.
But months after her arrest,
with high-powered F. Lee Balliy conducting her &forme, Patty Hearst remained as much an
enigma as before. Was this a
brain-washed child who buckled
under threats and deprivation?
Or was this a convinced and
dedicated radical who did, as
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MATTERS OF FINANCE—New York Governor
Hugh Carey, left, and New York City Mayor
Abraham Beame face newsmen at the White House
after meeting with President Ford to appeal for
emergency financial aid for New York City.
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The Top Ten Stories
haw
SMILING DEPARTURE—Former Teamsters
President Jameil R. Hoffa grins as he leaves court
In Washington. When be disappeared mysteriously
in July, Hoffa was fighting clemency term barring
him from returning to union activities.

I. The fall of Vietnam and Cambodia
2. The assassination attempts on President Ford
3. The capture of Patty Hearst
4. The fiscal crisis of New York City
5. Inflation, recession and the economy
6. The Mayaguez incident
-W..thst.WitatglitIlliftartnatit
.
spotlighting of questionable CIA activities
S. '1411
9. Ford changes his aides; Rockefeller drops out as vice
presidential nominee
10 The disappearance of Jimmy Hoffa
•

